COMMENCEMENT 2010
ORDER OF EXERCISES

PRE-COMMENCEMENT CONCERT
The Baruch College Brass Ensemble
Matt Ragsdale, Director

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Candidates for Degrees
School of Public Affairs
Mildred and George Weissman School of Arts and Sciences
Zicklin School of Business

Members of the Class of 1960
Members of the Faculty

Faculty/Staff Committee of Marshals

Presidential Party

ANTHEM
“The Star Spangled Banner”
(Francis Scott Key, 1814)
Teresa Parker, Soprano
Director of Baruch College Chorus

PRESIDING
Stan Altman
President

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Trustee Wellington Z. Chen
Wellington Chen, B.S., was originally appointed by Governor George Pataki in June 2000 as a trustee of the Board of The City University of New York. He is also the Executive Director of the Chinatown Partnership Development Corporation.
GREETINGS FROM THE CHANCELLOR OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Gloriana B. Waters
Vice Chancellor for Human Resource Management
Gloriana Waters was appointed by the CUNY Board of Trustees in December 2008 as Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Management. She joined the University’s Central Office in 1994.

SALUTATION FROM THE CLASS OF 2010
Aysegul Ekmekci

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
Doctor of Humane Letters
Donald Rubin
Co-Founder and Co-Chair of the Board of Trustees of The Rubin Museum of Art

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
The Honorable Mario M. Cuomo
Governor of the State of New York, 1983–1994

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
Veronika Ilyuk

PRESIDENTIAL EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP
T.K. Das, Management
Bert Hansen, History

PRESIDENTIAL EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED FACULTY SERVICE
Cynthia Whittaker, History

PRESIDENTIAL EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED TEACHING
Ramzi Khuri, Natural Sciences
Anna Shostya, Economics and Finance

RECOGNITION OF STUDENT PRIZES, MEDALS, AND HONORS
President Stan Altman

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS OF 2010 GIFT
Caroline Fernandez, Macaulay Honors College
Vice President, Undergraduate Student Government

Continued
CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
President Stan Altman
Candidates for degrees will be presented by the deans of their respective schools.

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Dean David Birdsell
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN SCHOOL BUILDING LEADERSHIP

MILDRED AND GEORGE WEISSMAN SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dean Jeffrey Peck
BACHELOR OF ARTS
MASTER OF ARTS IN CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL/ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL ENGINEERING

ZICKLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean John Elliott
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
MASTER OF SCIENCE
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF SCIENCE
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

BARUCH ALMA MATER
“Standing High Above the City’s Mighty Roar,” 1976
Written by Miriam Blech (’77)
Text revised by Grace Schulman, Distinguished Professor of English
Teresa Parker, Soprano
Director of Baruch College Chorus

RECESSINAL

For medical assistance during the Commencement Exercises, please contact the nearest Madison Square Garden service representative. Medical offices are located on the 5th floor at Gate 51 and on the 6th floor at Gate 66.
DONALD RUBIN

Donald Rubin is co-founder of the Rubin Museum of Art and co-chair of the board of trustees. He also serves as the museum’s CEO. Shelley and Donald Rubin began collecting Himalayan art in the early 1970s and amassed a large and significant collection, a major portion of which was given to the museum to seed its nascent collection.

Rubin serves on the board of The Shelley & Donald Rubin Foundation, which focuses on arts and culture, health and human services, and civil liberty and social justice, primarily in the Himalayan region and the New York City metropolitan area. He was the founder of MultiPlan, Inc., a major general service PPO health provider, and is also a member of the Global Philanthropists Circle.
Standing High Above the City’s Mighty Roar

Miriam Blech, Class of '77
(text revised by Grace Schulman)

Standing high above the city’s mighty roar
B'nai B'rith we sing to you, now and evermore.

Praising you for years, we will always be
Proud to call you alma mater, jubilant and free.

Knowledge of the world, the honor it will bring
Are what you have given us; that is why we sing, Your

dignity and strength, make our spirits soar B'nai B'rith, we sing to you forevermore.
B'nai B'rith, we sing to you forevermore.
ACADEMIC HERALDRY

Academic ceremonies, particularly commencement (literally “beginning”), can be traced back to the universities of the twelfth century. Because those universities were predominantly under the control of the clergy, traditional academic exercises have much in common with religious ceremonies.

The caps, gowns, and hoods worn by participants in these exercises are patterned after the attire of monks and students in the Middle Ages. Those who have earned the bachelor’s degree wear a gown with a semi-stiff yoke, long pleated front, intricate shirring across the shoulders and back, and long, pointed sleeves. The holder of the master’s degree wears a similar gown, but the sleeve is square and closed at the end with the wearer’s forearm coming through a slit near the elbow. Those possessing the doctor’s degree wear gowns having broad velvet panels down the front and three velvet bars on the full, round, open sleeves. This velvet trimming may be either black or the color of the field of learning represented by the degree.

The hoods, over the shoulders and down the backs of the faculty, reveal the degrees and institutions of the wearers. The velvet binding or edging is distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains. The lining of the hood, in silk, gives the color or colors of the institution granting the degree. The shortest hood is the bachelor’s; the longest and broadest is the doctor’s; and the master’s is midway between these in size. There is much duplication in the colors of the colleges; therefore, they will be left unidentified. However, there is a standard color for the subjects. The most common are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arts, Letters, Humanities</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Green</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>Olive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Theology</td>
<td>Scarlet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

ACADEMIC HONORS

Academic graduation honors are of three grades:

***summa cum laude is granted to those candidates whose scholastic index in all subjects for a minimum of 56 credits taken at Baruch College is 3.85 or higher (3.8 for those entering prior to fall 2004 who remain in continuous attendance until graduation).

**magna cum laude is granted to those candidates whose scholastic index in all subjects for a minimum of 56 credits taken at Baruch College is 3.75 or higher (3.5 for those entering prior to fall 2004 who remain in continuous attendance until graduation).

*cum laude is granted to those candidates whose scholastic index in all subjects for a minimum of 56 credits taken at Baruch College is 3.5 or higher (3.2 for those entering prior to fall 2004 who remain in continuous attendance until graduation).

COLLEGE HONORS

†College Honors are granted to students in the college-wide Honors Program who complete the required number of honors-designated courses, maintain a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.5, perform community service, and attend sponsored cultural events.

AMERICAN HUMANICS

§American Humanics, Inc. is a nationwide nonprofit organization that provides college students with nonprofit management skills and experience through an intensive certification program. The Baruch College chapter consists of more than 80 members who are dedicated to advancing nonprofit organizations and becoming future leaders in the sector.

SALUTATORIAN AND VALEDICTORIAN

These offices, steeped in long tradition, are accorded to graduating students in honor of their outstanding records. The Salutatorian, who delivers the salutatory, or welcoming, address at commencement, is the student who ranks second in the graduating class in terms of academic achievement. The Valedictorian, who delivers the valedictory, or farewell, address at commencement, is the student who ranks first academically among his or her fellow graduates. The title of valedictorian is an anglicized derivation from the Latin vale dicere, “to say farewell.”

The listing of names and degrees to be conferred, appearing herein, is subject to such changes, deletions, and additions as may be necessary to conform to the final and official records of Bernard M. Baruch College.

September 2010 candidates, having given evidence of their intention to complete requirements for their degrees by the end of the Summer Session 2010, are listed as prospective candidates for their respective degrees and have been invited to participate in these Commencement Exercises. The official list of September 2010 graduates will be published in the program for Commencement 2011.
September 2009

Giannina D. Arbito
Emelyne Vitève Baucicaut
Evgeniya S. Bavaeva
Dhanha C. Bien-Aime
Mark Boga
Pedro L. Boyer
Vadim J. Bychok***
Catherine J. Caceres
We n C h e n
Celia P. Chung
Christian J. De Rojas
Rosanna DiGangi
Michael Dunn
Cynthia Duran
Amanda S. Ealla
Errol A. Ellis
Cesar Florencio
Alina Z. Galanter
Samantha H. Jacobs
Danielle Crisdinh Haven Jurich
Kuljit Kaur
Hang Chun Ke
Carly M. Kent*
Fria R. Kermani**
Sharaz Khan
Tanya Kolesnik
Zeco Krcic
Ilya Nikolayevich Kuzin
Judy Lee
Susan Lee*
Daniesha R. Lester
Maksim Leyvi
Jovanna Lira
Lisa Lo
Julia Christine Lomtevas
Carlos A. Macias
Suzanne D. Marshall
Peter D. McKenzie
Arlene Del Pilar Melo
Minthaha Monsod
Sang Ik Na
Aleksandr Nemenko
Ana Nistor
Xenia Ramona Nunez
Randolph K. Nyarko
Melissa Daniella Pineda
Denise Nicole Piñero
Melissa A. Pompiliii
Yuliya A. Rimsky
Gabriel Schonzzeit
Aaron B. Shaprio*
Thin Thin Si
James Bonitto Smith, Jr.
Fernando M.M. Tapia
Karsten N. Venna
Erjon Xholi*
Sherwin K. Yhap
Kayun Yu
Korcan Yurdacan
Anna Zaslavskaya

February 2010

Sophia Ahmad*
Moath N. Alhamayel
Sonia Marcela Alvarez
Benjamin A. Alyeshmerni
Rizo Ardolic*
Roberto Astudillo
Kelly Au
Indranie Bachu
Edward Joseph Baez
Wendy C. Barrios
Abdoulaziz K. Barry
Whitney M. Bennett
Ksenia Y. Bezugolnaya
Runa Bhattacharya
Joseph R. Bibi
Evelyn Boneta
Marcy I. Bryson
Nicolas Cabrera, Jr.
Manuela Cangiamila
Christine A. Cannistraci*
Roela Mae Caparas
Chad Anthony Capasso
Chyvone Tiffany Caraballo
Shari Sade Cato
Cyndie Chalen
Vickie Chan
Tricia S. Charles
Jia Wei Chen
Qian Chen
Lauren Elyse Chiluiza
Tiffany Y.H. Chiu*
Jonathan Choi
Sarwar Kamal Choudhury
Max Y. Chu
Toniame Marie Cincotta
Kelly Marlene Colvin*
Loucas C. Constantinou
Cynthia Cristina Coronel
Lauren M. Cover
Victoria A'lanu Daniels
Modeline De La Cruz
Steve Demorin
Dawn Marie Dennis
Patrice Deveria Dickens
Csaba A. Drozsilik
Mario Dyligéri
Ase Eleonore Edstrom*
Christina Ehrenkranz
Christopher A. Espejo
Twana Jean Fluker
Lilly Fong
Jenna Rachel Fries
Wei Gao
Yanina Garbarg
Jessica Garges
Alita Ann Giacone
Alanna Elizaboth Gold
Robert I. Gordon
Murti Devi Govinda
Elliot Grushstok
Marilyn Guzman
Jacqueline Ha
Robert Haimov
Xiaoqi Han***
Michael J. Headley
John L. Herlihy
Stephon J. Hinds
Laura M. Ho
Charisse D. Holder
Mohammed F. Hossain
Jun Liang Huang*
Bilal Hussain
Ikue Iwasaki
Alissande Janvier
Frankie Jeh
Latoia Francine Jenkins
Rafael A. Jimenez
Brian Joo
Beverley Ann Jordan
Kayan Joseph
Jennifer Jung
Kathleen Jurski
Rita Kabashi
Byong Il Kang
Amy K. Kapadia
Rattan S. Kaur
Silissa M. Kenney
Lina Ko
Monika Julia Kosior*
Devika Kumar
WenJia Le
Eugene E. Lee
Henry Leung
Fung T. Li
Michelle F. Li
Ying Ying Liu
Anthony Ma
Katya Ann Medders
Angela M. Melamud
Matthew D. Mera
Maha Mestari
Mariam Mkrtchyan
Carlos Francisco Mogro
Viviana Marcela Montenegro
Amanda Marie Nemeth
Tonya Patreece Nias
Lillian Nieves
Irina Mihaela Olteanu
Sarah Rebecca Palermo
Julie Sel Ki Park
Daniel E. Paz
Daphne Peña
Erica N. Pepe
Sylvia P. Pericon
Linda K. Pham
Vlada Postnikov
Dmitry Povazhuk**
Nikhil Prasad
Mariam Rahmani
Brian Dexter Ramirez
Claudette Ramos
Sunil Ramsamooj
Cesar Antonio Reyes
Jonelle Alicia Reynolds**
Marco A. Richardson
Rosa D. Rivera
Jolisa Christine Robinson
Gabriela Rohles³
Estefania O. Rodriguez
Michelle Rodriguez
Naydaeliz Rodriguez
Sonía María Rodríguez
Natalie Catherine Rosa
Jamille Rose
Joseph D. Sabatelle
Saimir Sadushi*
Edward R. Sanchez
Jasniya Maricela Sanchez
Amada Santiago
Rebecca E. Shbdone
Kelly Ann Scalzo
Antara Jordana Semento
Rajash Shaha
Yi Shao***
Gladiola Shelu
Ilona Shenderovich
Angela Anesha Shyprasad
Jennifer M. Simmons
Mayra E. Sinchi
Anna Skidan
Staren L. Soanes
Stefanie M. Sparaccio*
Steven S. Steigman
Ohab B. Sternberg
Nicole Taabares*
nNadezhka Nayomi Thomas
Elizabeth Thompson
Alessandro Treglia
Elena Tremasova
Quang N. Trinh
Miguel A. Ventura
Matthew Mendel Vishnevsky
Xenon H. Walcott
Michael S. Warner
Victoria L. Wong
Andy Wu
Anna Xing
Valerie M. Yorio
Mery Berzabe Zaruma
Nikola Zecevic
Qian Zhang
Shimin Zhang*
Syed Hunain Zia
Gamze Zivali

JUNE 2010

Asanka J. Abeyratne
Dario Xavier Alban
Sebastian T. Alexander
Syeda Farhana Ali
Alessandro G. Amato
Fareed Anderson
Genaro R. Annunziato
Samuel Anwar
Daniel Samuel Aqua
Yonaira Aquino
Julien Aractingi
Mirna Patricia Araujo
Nicholas Ar-bab
Maria L. Arias
Lisa Arking
Jamaal Armantrading
Maribel Elizabeth Aucacama
Anna Aulova
Mohammad A. Awal
Shimon Azoulay
Rosaria Badalamenti
Alessandra Marie Badillo
Faudia D. Baijnauth
Boubacar Balde
Elina Bank
Shahida Begum
Anna Bernstein
Pia Bhattacharya
Katerra S. Billy
Alejandrina Bloomfield
Ivan Bludov
Philip M. Blugh
Aleksandr A. Bodrenko
Gabby R. Botifacio
David Alejandro Bonilla
Sonia C. Bonilla
Arvaam Borukhov
Sara Bracero
Holdyn Elijah Brand⁶
Polina Brandis
Darlene P. Bratten
Luis Gabriel Brea
Christopher Edward Bromson
Sandra P. Brown
Konrad Buczek
Magda Buitrago
Joseph R. Cafarelli
Khalifa S. Campbell
Teresa S. Campbell
Xue Cao
Gabrielle Carletti
Francisco Jose Cebada
Margaret Alina Ceccarelli
Asha C. Chagoyen
Ashley J. Chan
Hsi Chan
Kylie S. Chan
Sharon M. Chan
Lisa Chang
Yash Chavda
Stephanie Cheng
Salvatore Domenico Chiarelli⁶
Danny Ching
Irene Chu
Philip Chu
Joseph Chung
Ginnette Luz Clarke
Rebecca D. Clarke
Zachary B. Cohen
Melissa Colon
Andrew B. Connolly
Vanessa Selena Conway
Stephanie Anne Cormier
Justyna Cyzy
Justine Elaine Damour
Adrienne Siobhan Davis
Cynthia M. Deleon
Michael A. Delatte
Marie-Michelle Dende
Franklin Diaz
Lisa E. Diego
Arvind Dilawar
Sofija Djapic
Agnieszka Drzewiecki
Nicole Duffoo
Alexandra E. Duran
Jose A. Duran
Ashna Durham
Cynthia Elizabeth Dziejma
Noa Ecker
Aysegiul Ekmekci
Gloria N. Escano
Daniela Estrada
Elizaveta V. Escano
Edward Felix
Soleil Erani Feliz
Erika Fermin
Caroline Fernandez
David James Fernandez
Kishel Fernandez
Juan C. Field
Jeremy L. Flores
Johanna Fonseca
Rebecca R. Forbes
Lisa A. Fraser
Yatkei Kira Fung
Gleb Furman
Lucy Gablay
Mabel L. Garcia
Ramona C. Garcia
Douglas M. Gilpin
Kara Alyse Golden
Adriane A. Gonzalez
Jocelyn Gonzalez
Lyubov Gorbach
Shalanda P. Graham
Dana K. Griffin
Belen Carolina Guerra-Carrillo
Paulina Hakimi
Patricia Hardial
Kamal Harry
Yedida A. Hiller
Cindy S. Ho
Amy Hoang
Kennedy Hor
Kathryn E. Hunt
Andrew Hur
Claudette P. Hyde
Stefanie Azzara Iezzi
Carolina Maria Italiano
Atara T. Jacobs
Kerri Ann Jarzma
Chanel A. Johnson
Brittany Leigh Jones
Jelena Jozovic
Artur Katsnelson
Daniel E. Kelly
Kirsten Patricia Kelly
Saida A. Kendall
Chandni Khan
Igor Khenkin
Paul Kim
Yosepu Kim
Aaron Mark Kinchen
Rurina Kissi
Alan D. Klahr
Pawel Kubiec
Kimberly A. Lacrette
Vanita Lal
Christy Lam
Joanne Lam
Dmitry Lapin
Vincent Law
Patrick C. Leader
Andrew Lee
Calvin Lee
Eunjung Lee
Lauren Michelle Lentini
Hoihan Leong
Meredith Anne Levine
Jennifer Lilah
Vladislav Lishiklenko
Ying Liu
Alice Catherine Livernmore
Leisha T. Livington
Julie Lonon
Joselin J. Luhan
Arthur Lurye
Mubarak Mahmood
Mariela S. Malan
Sadat Mamirova
Elissa Marie Marquez
Shellyann Patricia Massialahdudley
Carla J. McKenzie
Gloria D. Meehan
Sean C. Meehan
Rita A. Meoli
Denise R. Metoyer
Doreen Michel
Michelle A. Miecuna
Christopher A. Missak
Omar Mohamed
Ahmed Mohammad
Daniel Anthony Mojica
William Marcelo Montalvan
Jeffrey Alberto Monzon
Monica L. Morales
Amanda Rose Moskowitz
Ron H. Mouadeb
Jennifer Moy
Nazneare B. Muhamed
Elma Mulamekic
Rita A. Muncipinto
Ivan Dario Munoz-Arcos
Terri Janine Murren
Bjorn N. Nelson
Gary Ng
Vladimir Nimchenko
Paula Nister
Neaz E. Noor
Hassan Novoa
Denisse Nunez
Steven Nunez
Chioma O. Ohakam
Fabian Ohore
Claudia E. Olivares
Starly Orbe
Ingrid Pamela Ordonez
Pedro Jose Orellana-Almache
Kevin A. Orquiza
Richard Alexander Ortega
Antonio S. Ortiz
Brenda George Panga
Aisha Sioux Parlingdungan
Derrel Paul
Ekaterina B. Pavlova
Oscar A. Perez
Marcia Lynn Perkins
Gregory J. Perrotta
Lisa Marie Phelps
Tzi-Chion Pi
Lewelin Polanco
Stephanie Renee Polito
David K. Poon
Akash J. Prasad
Vincent Privitelli
Jason Miles Pruski
Zhen Z. Qiu
Helen Quinn
Sajia Raja
Finney Raju
Steffon Glenn Rames
Daniela Ramos
Stephanie Nadia Rampersad
Danny Ramtrattan
Mahinur Rashid
Maryanne Julia Ravenel
Lindsay Reyes
Johnnie Richardson
Amarilys Rivera
Eric D. Rivera
Francisco J. Rivera
Lillian A. Rizzo
Christopher R. Robinson
Gilbert Rodriguez
Irma I. Rodriguez
Brant M. Rowe
Kenneth R. Ruiz
Driolina Saliu
Inna Salnikova
Philippo M. Savio
Juan L. Sanchez
Oriana C. Sanchez
Kevon S. Scarborough
Harrison B. Schwartz
Gulsah Senol
Hyun Joo Shin
Fis Shkreli
Leonid Shmukler
Paul William Siebold
Christopher Lee Singleton
Laurence Brandon Smith
Shellorne Kyoni Smith
Tyeann Southwell
Andrea L. Stephens
Igor Stolyar
Kesha Sylvester
Viktoriya Syrov
Ittai Tal
Shenye Tan
Brigitta Tatai
Genesis Tejada
Olga Teplova
Matthew Joseph Tesoro
Erhan Turkoglu
Jonathan Jan Tuwaidan
Julia Tyumentseva
Kristine Usbay
Ariel Francisco Valdez
Rachel Maria Vargas
Yadira A. Vargas
Lizmarie Vasquez
Giulia Carol Vecchio
Melissa Vega
Shirley J. Velasquez
Israel Velazquez, Jr.
Melanie Velazquez
Elizabeth Jennifer Vilarino
Kaiti Wen
Jodi-Ann Williams
Norman Williams
Michael Frederick Wittke
Suzanne Kimberly Wolfe
Lisa Wong
Melinda C. Wong
Janelle D. Wright
Hui Shi Wu
Xiameng Wu
Foong Teng Yeow
Julian Yeung
Kevin Yim
Michaela M. Yisrael
Mariana J. Youn
Britt Yu
Kenneth Yu
Rafia Zahir-Uddin
Alla Zayenchik
Eugene A. Zelenyi
David Zeng
Zhanel Zhayylbekova
Hui Zheng
Ziwen Zhou

SEPTEMBER 2010

Kashenna Jillian Aarons
Jonathan Adarve
Lydia Helena Aidoo-Morrison
Sarah Altinbasak
Gabrielle E. Andrews
Alex Aristizabal
Ahmad T. Azizi
Yasmine Azor
Yang Bai
Lauren Hope Bautista
Jonathan Bermudez
Igor Biberman
Zoie W. Blackwood
Nicole Bliss
Christina Miriam Camilleri
Ayse Cengizalp
Loreni Cespedes
Winnie Chau
Kashif H. Chaudry
Hui Fen Chen
Stephanie Y. Chen
Yuwei Chen
Naila Choudhuri
Rocio J. Corporan
Lizbeth Cortes
Kalea S. Davis
Khushboo P. Dhanani
Willamina B.M.M. Diaz-Gerloven
Cheryl Lynn Digiovanna
Giulia Maria Dimilta
Clive Vernon Dixon, Jr.
Christina J. Dolanore
Svetlana Dunda
La Vaught Emanis
Solange M. Escobar-Alexander
Elizabeth Fernandez
Kailyn Ann Fox
Alejandro Franco
Claudia Galicia
Markara Sam Gani
Marik B. Geller
Madeleine M. German
Dania A. Ghrawi
Klaudia Gladysz
Brian Gomez
Jeffrey Phillip Guzman

Joya Tenniel Harris
Tara A. Harrison
Dotan Hartanu
Jonathan C. Hartig
Emara E. Hercules
Rafelina D. Hernandez
Paula Susana Heywood
Courtney L. Hill
Xiang Hang Huang
Drina Marlz Humphrey
Olena Ierega
Maria Isabel Jansen
Jeffrey Robert Johnson
Kathryn Jordan
Angelica Nectaria Kalliangas
Ola Kasnecci
Alia Kalfan
Gennadiy Khotinskiy
Esther H. Kim
Jinhee Jenny Kim
Youngah Susie Kim
Igor Komissarenko
Andi Koroveshi
Johana Langi
Alwantha Chantel Lawson
Cuí Y. Li
Lorna Li
Grace Y.F. Lin
Ida L. Lloyd
Kristopher Oniel Lopez
Michelle Lee Lopez
Lillian Lum
Dat Mai
Elyssa A. Maldonado
Joana Angela Nulud Mangune
Lourdes Martinez
Joaquim E. Matos
Joycelyn Desta McGregor
Carlota M. Melenciano Arias
Eric Ng
Jose Ismael Nieves
Edithie Norgaesse
Elvin L. Nova
Elizabeth Ortiz
Francesca Lynette Pabon
Kendra Sanella Pajevic
Estella P. Paterson
Caroline May Peppers
Janna Petrovitch
Florin Daniel Purtan
Leah Ramnarinesingh
Juan C. Reyes
Manuel Riera
Bryan J. Rodriguez
Melody S. Sachmechi
Jennifer Saesue
Andres J. Sanchez
Lauren Scalzo
Tyler Grant Schnell
Elliott J. Simhon
Latrenda Christina Singletary
Mugabe J. Skerritt
Theila S. Smith
Ancel Raynaud Soh Feussi
Dalissa Y. Sosa
Nicholas Hyun Spontak
Sebastian Steinhoff
Jiarong Sy
Tansu M. Tahincioglu
Andrea Tellez
Joey Nishawn Thomas
Steven E. Thomas
Tonya Marie Thomas
Stacey Delores Thompson
Meghan Anne Toohey
Raymond Tse
Kristen M. Tubig
Jason R. Vargas
Aura Beatriz Vengal
Portia M. Vesely
Mariluz Villa
Alice Yuan Wang
Qiaona Weng
Patrick Westrick
Jedediah Wilder
Thera Williams
Peter N. Wolkofsky
Anying Jason Wu
Cheuk Wa Yau
Betty Zabezhinsky
ZICKLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SEPTEMBER 2009

Lhassan Afkir
Jahandad Afridi
Matthew Aghaloro**†
Zaleena P. Ahmed
Justin Arnold Akong
Roman Aleksandrovich Altshuler
Lev D. Aronov
Bamidele O. Arowolo
Elona Balili*
Jason O. Balroop
Sandeep Basu
Lubov Bogopolskaya
Angelica Marie Bonilla
Marianna Y. Bua
Eileen G. Burton
Rodrigo A. Cadena
Yong Fang Cai
Fei Cao
Giara D. Capace
Linda Chan
Tsz Kwan Chan
Vivian Chan
Chuang Wen Chang*
Qing Qing Chen**
Yan Chen*
Yi Jun Chen
Yi Mei Chen
Wayne Cheng
Anastasiya Chernaya
Helen M. Chirihoaga
Maria Rose Claudio
Michael Clausing
Noelia E. Coiscou
Paul Constantimides
Teresa Contla
Volha Contreras*
Elizabeth E. Coyle
Keffrah Natasha Cummings
Anna G. Damienuk
Ilya Olegovich Davidyuk*
Daniel Delgado
Vibhur Delory
Karamehand Christendat Dhanraj
Indroneel Dhar
Claudia P. Diaz
Shonvelle Melisha Douglas
Sarah Frost Eames
Maxim Elbert
Hanane L. Erraki
Fei Fan
Shao Qing Fang
Matan Michael Frenkel
Ilya Fridner
Yen Yen Fung
Angela R. Georgescu
Salman F. Ghani*
David Griam
Kevin Halfpenny
Kinshasa Lukarter Hart
Karen A. Haughney
Sophia V. Hepheastou*
Jsell A. Hernandez
Jason Ho
Elisa Huang
Lu Xia Huang
Shu Juan Huang
Yan Huang***
Zeming Huang*
Racquel Michealle Hudson
Dragimir V. Ivanov
Agneszka M. Jedrusiak-Procner
Tomeka M. Jonas
Ariana Michelle Jones
Shaun S. Joseph
Hyae Jin Kang
Alliya Karim
Derek H. Keno
Farhad Naushad Khan
Geong Kim
Sunhee Kim
Darina Kolomiiets
Lev Kozba
Shelja Kumari
Ben Leucyuer
Xiaodan Li
James Lin
JoAnn Lin
Alexi Matsaev***†
Daniel Mendelzon Varzan
Gordon Mui
Zaw L. Naing
Natalia Navarro
Alina Nikolayeva
Mbuthia Njaga
Kenechukwu Ikemefuna Obianagha
Bruno Ocampo*
Chow Pan
Morgan Y. Pang
Steven John Papadonikolakis
Joseph Park
Rachit Patel
Pooja N. Patni
Wilson Nicanor Peña
Jennie Peng
Alina V. Petrovan
Kevin Phuong
Jesse D. Potash
Joseph G. Puma
Stefan I. Rahovean
Dave Darryl Ramkissoon
Karen I. Ramlogan
Delilah Rivera
Vladimir Rizikov
Henry Roa
Mayra Rodriguez
Scott Michael Rouse
Ekaterina Sabarova
Jennifer Sanchez
Patria M. Santos
Yekaterina Savina
Mark Serebrenik
Suraj Sharma
Alexandre G. Shermadini*
Palden T. Sherpa
Ying Shi
Amit P. Singh*
Gurbir Singh
Jesse Spry
Irina O. Statina
Anna S. Studheva
Isabel A. Suarez
Jie Sun
Yu Takayama
Jesse Tamari
Kentarou Tamura
Emily A. Tavarez
Roei Telyas
Daily C. Torres
Dorota Tracz
Hong Tran
Laura Mae Tumulak
Davelon E. Urbano
Elia Y. Vaisberg
Irina Vaismanov
Luisa Maria Vergara
Wilmarie Villar Ledesma
Alice Wang
Raziela R. Williams*
Terri-Anne K. Williams
Rotem Wiskind
Jason Wong
Sabrina Wai Hon Wong
Tat Y. Wong
William M. Wright
Ya Wu
Ying Mei Wu
Kai Xing
LingLing Xiong
Seung Min Yang
Jan Di Yoon
XiaoRong Yu
Hyesun Yun
Danielle Farrell Zabik***
Valentin Zeleznak* 
Yi Qun Zhang
Yang Zhou Zheng
Qi Miao Zhou
Mingzhu Zhu

FEBRUARY 2010

Elvis S. Abbevy**
Qudus Abdul-Wahab
Dolores A. Adams*†
Leon Adiniaev
Warren E. Adriana
Tatsiana Afanasyev‡
Mateo Aguirre
Dilruba Akther
Farhana Akther
Jesse Alarcon
Ivan Rozinov Aleksiev
Rahim Alom
Domingo Alonso Pita
Evelyn R. Alvarez
Juan C. Alvarez
Eldar Anafiev
Manuela Andal Anton
Nazia Binth Anwar
Maria A. Anzalone
Orin A. Archer
Yrma Arias
Huma Arif
Erichton Armand
Romulo Franklin Armas Monje
Svetlana Arshanskaya
Anthony P. Avona
Oluwade C. Awani
Nimrod William Ayers
Michael V. Badala
Ibrahima A. Bah‡
Dong-Hwan Baik
Moussa Bakayoko
Nicolas Roberto Balbontin
Vikas Bansal
Kay-Dianne Barnett
Isabel R. Barreto
Mamadou Billo Barry
Maciej Bebel
Agustin Beci
Amparo L. Begazo
Anthony Beharry
Eugene Bekker
Erica Natasha Bellamy
Lina Rosalyn Belosky
Georgia A. Benage
Lilitha Yajaira Bernal
Mary Berrios
Gary Raymund Bethel
Young Bong Beun
Jasjit Bhatti
Marlene Y. Blake

Brian Blecher
Mikhail Blinovskov
Sade R. Blondel
Kimara N. Boland
Jexter Bonus
David Felipe Borrero
Svetlana Bradley
Miriam Gabriela Bravo
Chance D. Bridgewater†
Norman M. Brissett
Alison V. Brown
Shanna K.L. Brown
Thomas Reid Bulk
Tetyana Burenko*
Jessenia E. Burgos-Hildalgo
Daniel Bykhovsky‡
Jessie Zhuoqian Cai
Daryl A. Calloway
Lester P. Carcasses
Diana E. Cardozo
Cristina Isabel Cardus
Meyling N. Carrillo
JungShin Carro*
Claudia Patricia Carvajal
Grethel E. Castillo
Jhony Cenedo
Richard P. Cennamo
Tiana Chahelli
Oksana Chakhovska
Tamar Chalabashvili
Allysandra Deidre Chan*
Barry Chan
Cheuk Chi Chan*
Chiu Yin Chan
Kin Man Chan
Rick Chan
Bruno L. Chavez
BaoChang Chen
Kai Yu Chen***
Kristin Chen
Ling Ling Chen
MeiQing Chen*
Qing Chen
Xiao Yan Chen***†
Yizhuo Chen*
Zhang Fan Chen
Kam Chun Cheng
John Cheung
Tung Fung Cheung
William Cheung
Geoffrey T. Chiang
Tommy Chin
Karen Ching
Minnie Shuen Chiu
Eun Jin Cho
Joseph Cho

Soo Kyoung Cho
Badim Chobhabhand*†
Hyun Choi
Seong Kyu Choi
Protyoi Chowdhury
Tahmina Chowdhury
Joann G. Chu
Ricky Chu
Marianna Chudnovskaya‡
Chi H. Chung*
Miho Churei*
Michael James Gianciaruso
Anna Cline
Monica Cobos
Sonny Cohen
Aldi Collaku
Thaddeus Anthony Collins
Michelle Antonia Colon
Jennifer Condor
Courtney Jean Cook
Seth M. Cooper
Shauna Crawford
Jonathan M. Criscione
Stephanie Cruz
Yanet Cuevas
Jose S. Cuzco
Anna Dubrowska
Sergio Carvalho Da Costa
Katarzyna Dadas
Eli Dadia
Solomon Dado*
Domare A. Dayondon
Sasha Deliard
Laura del Rio*
Iraida P. Del Rosario
Matthew Ian Dempsey
Jessica M. Desouza*
Roseli E. Desouza-Defranco
Mamadou Lamine Diallo
Sasha Diamond
Erik O. Dias
Hassan Diawara
Magdelin Diaz*
Ioannis K. Diomidous
Kateryna Djatdoev
Anthony Djoewanda
Genevieve Anne Doherty
Catherine A. Donald
Dennis Y. Dong
Krista Marite Doyle
Anna K. Drabina
Marta Dragowska
Jenna R. Drapkin*
Raymond Duong
Kevin Ian Eckstein
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Keli Li
Ling Li*
Tony Li*
Yue Li
Zong Heng Li
Alex Liang
Andrew Liang
Shelly Liang*
Elena Liapounova
Hui Lin
Jie Lin*
Kevin Lin
Lily Li Lin
Min Hua Lin
Qing Lin**
Zhen Lin
Anthony Liu
Huai-Hsin Liu
Jack C. Liu
Larry Llerena
Angela Lo
Atit Lodha
Monica Alexandra Lopez
Santiago Lopez
Timothy Samuel Lopez
Aaron Louie
Jose D. Lozada
Mary Lozada
Daniel Lu
Yun Ke Lu*
Hong Hui Luo
Nicoleta Delia Lupea**†
Ekaterina V. Lurye
Dmitry Lyapin
Peter Ma
Rui Liang Mai
Anna Mak
Maria Nawaz Malik
Norman R. Malinao
StacyAnn Janet Manswell
Julian Marín
Jan Erik F. Marquez
Ernest J. Martin
Marcelo I. Martinez
William V. Massaro
John Christian Masterson
Nyron J. Matthews
Joanna Katarzyna Matusz
Shameeka Nicole Mayo
Ashley Tessa McComie
Gerson R. Mejia
Viviana Mejia
Olgu Melendez
Tal Meles***
Griselda Mendez Muniz*
Rosalha M. Messina
Karmvir S. Minhas
Mayya Mirzoyan
Ardit Mishtaku
Padma Mohan
Irina Moîn
Vadim I. Mokhnatkin***
Angela Mondragon
Boris Mordkovich
Katonia K. Morgan
Tatiana Morozova
Judith Ann-Marie Morris
Rick S. Morris
Jason Richard Moskowitz
Yana Motsenyat
Jasmin Mueller***
Majlinda Mulkurti
Nadia Mullin
Alex Murenko
Hiromitsu Nakahata
Anil Lionel Narain*
wendata S.W. Nare
William K. Nathanail
Alboury Ndiaye
Merita Nesimi
Lai F. Ng*
Raymond Ng
Anna V. Nieves**
Mariya Nikolayeva
Katsiaryna Nissan
Murtaza Shahroze Nizami
Leonid Norkin
Jaroonsrri Orachon
Kathy X. Ou
Judien C. Page
Steve Sangjun Pak
Amanda L. Palma
Anna Pancheshnikova
Karishma Panjwani
Athena Pantelios
Antih Papadopoulos
Chong Y. Park
Chul Hong Park
Jong K. Park
Michael A. Park
Jasmine Pena
Marco Perea
Ariane Pereira
Cécile Emilienn Perez
Paula Perez
Joyanna Perry*
Stanley S. Philapos
Alex Pineiro
Frank Anthony Pistone
Maggie V. Platia
Yana Polikarpov
Alphonso Pondt
Yiu Poon
Tyrel Powell
Susan Lynn Powerman
Klaid Prela
Dmitriy Priyev
Yuliyan Pukhovich
Ameen Punjani
Pallavi Punvani***
Vincent M. Racipposi*
Iryna Z. Rafailov
Israt Rahman
Blanka Irmina Rainko
Dropattie Devi Rambharose
Keshav Ramlogan
Allyson Kamini Ramnarace
Jonathan H. Rangel
Lital Ratzon**
Hanna Razreshenko
Miriam Reynoso
Helal Rezwi
Joanne D. Richard
Hector M. Rivera
Dimitry Roginsky*
Jonil H. Roman
Michael Roman
Arthur V. Romanov
Juan A. Rubio*
Sam Ryzhikov
Irina Saakyan
Yoko Saito
Bocar Salamanta
Victor Raul Saldana
Robert Salon
Sarita A. Sallos
Anna L. Samchenko*
Maria Veronica Sanchez
Gabriela I. Sandoval
Karen Savinon
Kristina M. Sauitchouk*
Benjamin P. Scheck
Elena V. Scherer
Michael Walter Schlonig
Jason P. Schwartz
Jonathan Atrit Scutari
Amar Chris Seepersad
JiKyung Seo
Joel R. Sevilla
Stephen D. Seymour
Amit M. Shah
Michael Shalmoniev
Dana Shalitiel
Pavel Shamilo
Michelle Shang
Susan Winifred Sheehan
Minxian Shen
Ilya Shnayder
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Yuliya Siarhun
Mariya Sidlyar**
Thomas Joseph Simonson
Vitaly A. Sindra
Divya Singh
Kuiman Sit
Amy Situ
Katarzyna Sklodowska
Dmitry V. Slavin
Alan So
Paarus Sohi
Shawn E. Solomon
Su-yeon Song
Mark Sparaccio
Monika Spycka*
David Stanciu*
Elvia Stoudt
Han S. Su
Janine Su
Ana M. Suarez
Douglas Suber
Diana C. Suero
Zoltan Szalas
Agnieszka Szpakowska
Junko Ōta
Kunie S. Taitt
Iris H. Tam
Edward Tan
Jian Zhou Tan
Jovy T. Tang
Karmen Tang
Michael Tang
Fabiola Tangarife
Yildiz Tashkent
Kazuko Tatsumoto***
John Philip Tatti
Stanislav Taynitskiy***
Pinar Terzi
Harsh Thakker
Naomi Ravina Thakoordial
Diane Rose Ticker
Khin Sandi Tint
Rhia Tolentino
Kendrick Tom
ShaNel Toms
Youssouf Traore
Irina Tripskly
Sheung-Chi Tsang
Kseniya V. Tseliazhenka
Sviatlana A. Tsiasieka**
Lily Y. Tso
Michael Tsoi
Jenny Tung
Sanita S. Udyavar
Bekim Ukaj
Svyatoslav Ulynets*

Kimberly Marie Uquillas
Claudia M. Uzheca
Alexander Vald
Sivan Vales*
Carolina Vanegas Rueda
Marie A. Vargas
Yuliya Vash
Joseph Robert Vehling
Natalie A. Velichko
Yanilda Veras
Anna Vespolova
Ido Moshe Vigdor*
Marilyn Yu
Mian Wang*
Wei Wang
Wen Hui Wang
Sylwia Wardak
Alicia Melanie Watson
Shlomo Weintroub
Susan Liming Wen
Kino J. Williams
Steve Williams*
Puikwan Wo
David Wong
David Z. Wong*
Jessica Pui Man Wong
Ken Kei Yan Wong
Lai Kwan Wong*
Sam T. Wong
Vivian Wong*
Agnieszka E. Woroniecka*
Brian A. Wozinsky
Christopher A. Wright
Christina Wu
Guang Quan Wu
Jia Wu***
Liljana Xheka***
Guang Zhen Xiao
Bin Xu
Zi Bin Xu
Ekaterina Yakovleva***
Phoebe Yam
Tak M. Yam
Jin Won Yang
Denys Yatsenko
Mustafa Yetim
Hosung Yoo
Mi Young Yu
Qingxu Yu
Sang Jin Yu*
Vitaliya Yudzina*
Inna Zadova
Liat Zarfati***
Oleg Zatuchny
Hanna Zdrestava*
Adeline C. Zeledon
Felix Wei Xin Zhang
Hai Zhang*
Lei Zhang***
Tong Zhang
Derek Zhao
Ping Zheng
Shu Fen Zheng
Zhi Yong Zheng
Victor Zhong
Yuecen Zhong
Jian Qiang Zhou*
Su Zhou
Xu Zhou
Zhi Jia Zhou
Arie Zirulnik
Syeda Sabrina Zisha
Marija Zutic*

JUNE 2010

Denis Abayev
Sayeyora Abdulayeva
Benjamin Abel
Asma S. Abid
Alexandra Abramovych
Shauntel N. Abrams
Madeline Abreu
Nouridine Ada
Harrison Everett Adler§
Juan Pablo Adorno
Farhan Afzal
Paulo M. Aguilar
Fadia Ahmed
Ali Akaydin
William Akleh
Betty Alexander
Justin A. Alexander
Mary A. Alexis
Cynthia Algoo
Shahriar Ali
Joy V. Allette
Nancy M. Almache
Dmitry Alshuler
Elizabeth Nelly Alvarado§
Oscar Alejandro Alvarez
Christianna J. Ambo
Adejumoke O. Amole
Carol C. Anderson
Dieno Anderson
Janae A. Anderson
Yegegeniya Andreyeva
Volha Aniskevich
Claudia A. Aranguren
Rahul Aranja
Renay Arbour
Loren Arias
Josada L. Arjun
Monica Marie Arroyo
Emine A. Arslan-Swerling
Gabriela L. Asanza
Jabril Oluwatope Ashiru
Gurjit Singh Atwal
Samson Au
Kyaw S. Aung
Yaoi M. Awitor
Semegne T. Ayele
Nadezda B. Ayusheyeva
Janet Ayzenshtat
Asaf Babaev
Ruth E. Baca
Nadeem Bacchus
Damarys A. Baduy
Atoya K. Bailey
Maxim Bakaleynik
Bakang Bakang Ba
Yulianna A. Balakhnova
Lowell V. Balibay
Maia Barbakadze
Al Barchak
Steven Gregory Bariban
Jocelyn Flancia Barlan
Nevin Arthur Donat Barley
Joseph Peter Barra
Olga Barskaya
Philip G. Bassis
Cynthia Batista
Edwina Vrola Bazile
Maria Victoria Becerril
Kemynsah Beckford
Mahubha Begum
Munni Begum
Shalizer Beharry
Jiri Beles
Nunzio Belfiore
Christos A. Bellesis
Atika Benaddi
Ercilia M. Bencosme
Vera Beniaminson
Perla Carolina Benitez
Arthur V. Benjamin
Taina E. Benjamin
Arsim Beqiraj
Andrew J. Berger
Patricia L. Bergman
Fabian Bermeo
Tobias C. Bessette
Kavita Bhola
Sharif Bluian
Joseph Jonah Bibi
Aksana K. Birulia
Sharlene Bisram
Mervin L. Blackmore
Daniela Blanco
Anna B. Blinova
Shetul H. Bodiwala
Waleed Haider Bokhari
Dominick Y. Bonomolo
Mira Borokhova
Pandava V. Bosworth
Akash Binari Brahmbhatt
Whitney Ann Brathwaite
Igor M. Bratko
Tonesha Lianne Brewster
Alesandra A. Brezgin
Tracy S. Britto
Katsiaryna A. Broiaka
Oliver Michael Brown
Christopher Brunet
Robert Bruney
Natalia L. Brzostowska
Marina Bugay
Keith H. Bui
Andrew J. Burke
Artyom Byk
Ju Hyeon Byun
Angel Luis Cajas
Suellen Tabitha Gallender
Luiz H. Camilo
Yeney Rodrigo Campana
Cheryl C. Campbell
Jorge W. Cantos
Jin Cao
Jeanette L. Capobianco
Freddy Victor Hugo Carrasco-Dance
Dolores Nathaly Carvajal
Laura Case
Camilo Andres Castaneda
Kaori Castellanos
Jeanette Castillo
Miguel A. Ceara Torres
Francois I. Cedoit
Ching Yan Chan
David W. Chan
Hui Y. Chan
Jenny Chan
Juan Chen Chan
Kristina K. Chan
Li En Chan
Ronald Chan
Sukhwan Chang
Jerome Chao-Chiu
Azharuddin J. Charania
Kerry Charles
Wai Chau
Omar E. Chavarria
Andy Chen
Chun-ning Chen
Cristina Chen
Dan Chen
David Min Chen
Edmund Chen
Edward Chen
Eric Chen
Feng Chen
Hai Teng Chen
Ho Chiu Chen
Huanhua Chen
Jia Wang Chen
Lana Chen
Li Tao Chen
Li Ting Chen
Lianna Chen
Ling Chen
Lynia Chen
Lixia Chen
Ruvi Chen
Siyu Chen
Tina Chen
Tingzhao Chen
Wendy D. Chen
Ying Chen
Yu Shan Chen
Zizi Chen
Christina Cheng
Hin Sum Cheng
Lily L. Cheng
Clement Cheung
Tsz Ning Cheung
Zhamma Chevernozhenko
Louis Chi
Dorene L. Chin
Mona L. Chin
Philip Evan Chin
Ik H. Cho
Jin Choi
Jin Woo Choi
Daniel Chon
Lisa Chong
Katarzyna Choros
Calvin Chou
Preeti S. Choudhury
Deng Ke Chow
Eric Chow
Mamunur R. Chowdhury
Nouruz Chowdhury
Danny D. Choy
George Christodoulou
Neptali A. Chungata
Andrea Churchill
Lizaveta Chychyuk
Michael Clemente
Joshua Cohn
Frank Collins
Javette L. Collins
Ari Colman
Biro Conde

Bachelor of Business Administration
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Kimberly T. Huacon
Haiting Huang
Hong Ju Huang
Hsiao-ting Huang
Yue Huang
Melissa D. Huezo
Sin Ting Hung
Shirley Huang
Adam P. Ianniello
Zinaida Ilyayeva
Veronika Illyuk
Jinmyung In
Sunny Ip
Kseniya Isakova
Rebecca T. Ishak
Asm T. Islam
Mohammed Sadiqul Islam
Marina Ikin
Walter N. Iwachiw
Susan Jadoonanan
Riana A. Jagarnath
Rachit Jain
Shafin Ara Jalil
Young Sin Jang
Duvanie Jawahir
Reem Jethani
Younghoon Ji
Yu Ying Jian
Danling Jiang
Ming Jiang
Wei Jiang
Jianing Jiao
David Jin
Li Jin
Madeleine Maria Johansson
Martina Regina John
Jason M. Jones
Marcia Sophia Jones-Blake
Marc Jorge
Sulin Jou
Eun Ge Jung
Navib Kabir
Wendpouire P. Kabore
Ankit K. Kakkad
John Kalaj
Sunny B. Kaliandasani
Sofiya V. Kalinkovitskaya
Alisher Kamzin
Katsiaynya Kananovich
Sameer Kanda
Tyler F. Kane
Tilok K. Kar
Caroline A. Karamanian
Tasnia Karim
Shruti Karnawat
Stephen Terry Karras
Bryan Kashimallak
Davinder Kaur
Japsheet Kaur
Jasreen Kaur
Pratpal Kaur
Liubou Kavaleuskaya
Hiroko Kawai
Omobolanle Azizat Kazeem-Adeniran
Ahmed Sekou Touré Kebe
Abdourahmane Keita
Bintia Keita
Ayanna Michelle Kerrison
Ilya Kerzhnerenko
Moussa Khabyeh-Hashbani
Tatevik Khachatryan
Mfarouque A. Khan
Dalia Khanam
Yegevinya Khardina
Liza Khmelnitskaya
Umaire S. Khokhar
Cheol Ju Kim
Donald C. Kim
Duckyoung Kim
Earl P. Kim
Ji Hyun Kim
Ji Young Kim
Jongkyung Kim
Paul S. Kim
Seongjin Kim
Yejin Kim
Yoonkyung Kim
Young Seo Kim
Youtak Kim
April N. Klavins
Zachary Ian Klein
Andrew Ko
Wikaash Kodan
Michael B. Kohl
Entela Kokoshi
Vladimir Kolomiyets
Samantha Y. Kong
Michael Fame Konigsberg
Anna Maria Konopka
Anthony K. Koo
Aneta Kosiorek
Ilton Kosta
Anna Kostenko
Daniyela Kosutic Solic
Irina Kot
Marcin Kotarski
Gennadiy Kotlyar
Admir Kovacevic
Alexandr Koval
Valeriya Kovalenko
Zev Krauss
Sunny Krishnani
Bernadett Kristof
Jie Wen Kuang
Palina V. Kucharavenka
Veronika Kucharova
Melissa C. Kuchinskaya
Dipti D. Kumar
Natasha Kumar
Varun Kumar
George J. Kunkel
Sayat A. Kuyumcu
Pavel Kuznetsov
Ellisa Kwan
Karol Kwiatkowski
Manho Kwok
Soon S. Kwon
Dorothy Kyi
John Thua La
Hane Laca
Igor Ladyzhenskiy
Ashley Laico
Vivek Lakhani
Daniela Lala
Neha N. Lalwani
Betty Lam
Iat Lam
Jessalin Lam
Ricky Lam
Regina V. Landayan
David Michael Lane
Isabell A. Laskowska
Abdul Latif
Tanvir Latif
Chaksun Lau
Jia Jia Lau
Rufina K. Lau
Tracy Lau
Tung Yan Lau
Wai S. Lau
Arturo Alejandro Laulo
Marios Lazarou
Juan C. Lebron
Alan Lam Lee
Amy Kitmee Lee
Benjamin Lee
Connie J. Lee
Hyejin Lee
Jae Sohn Lee
Jason Lee
Jeffrey Lee
Karen B. Lee
Michael Lee
Michelle Lee
Moonphia Lee
Seung Hwa Lee
Khadeida Chersie Le Gendre
Jeffrey Michael Leider
Gaoussou Lelenta
Angelica Lilibeth Leon
Tracy Leung
Kwok Cheung Leung
Larry Leung
Dudley Leveille
Natalie Rose Levit
Michelle Lew
George Li
Helen Li
Julien Li
Kristal Li
Kung W. Li
Li Li
Mei Li
Rui Hong Li
Sasha Li
Sen Li
Yi Lian
Diana Liang
Mei Liang
Ya Lei Liang
Aimei Liao
Stefanos A. Liatsos
Karley Katherine Libertini
Jeong Mi Lim
Gen J. Lin
Jing Lin
Keyang Lin
Li Xia Lin
Rita Lin
Sumei Lin
Wei Lin
Jamie Ling
Anna P. Lirman
Evgeny P. Listrovoy
Bingjing Liu
Huan Shao Liu
Jeff Liu
Jeffrey Liu
Jiangui Liu
Patty L. Liu
Siwei Liu
Ying Liu
Maryna Lobur
Daniel H. Lok
Francesca Longo
Cindy Andrea Lopez
Gabriel Lopez
Manuel A. Lopez
Margarita M. Lopez
Jennifer Ruth Love
Haijing Lu
Nancy Lu
Zexin Lu
Justin Luchan
Eric Luk
Claudia Yunju Lung
Kenneth Luo
Silvia Giuliana Luque Diaz
Joseph Anthony Macaluso
Jessica Magdalena
Kevin Maguire
Sudhir Maharjan
Tamer M. Mahmoud
Cam Mai
Monika M. Maiellano
Davide Maria Majoli
Sunny Mak
Stefana R. Malafronte
Shenien N. Malloy
Salma Mamur
Mon Cheri K. Mamuric
Lystra L. Manick-Singh
Mohammad A. Manman
Frank V. Manzella
Devin N. Marc
Nina Markasyan
Peter Anthony Paul Martas
Matthew L. Martell
Andre P. Martin
Judith H. Martin
Domingo E. Martinez
Aleksey M. Martynyuk
Frank Anthony Marzullo
Grzegorz Matyba
Reuel Verold Matthew
Oxana Matveeva
Lucien Kilungula Mbala
Ndeye G. Mbow
Ryan Patrick McColgan
Thomas John McDermott
Sascha Nikolai McGarrell
Bron G. McIntosh-Kipp
Candice J. McIver
Andrew J. McKeon
Melverton A. McLaren
Beata Monika Medici
Ashley A. Meehan
Mirela Mehovic
Shantilal L. Mehta
Raquel Mejia
Ismael Melendez
Danielle Marie Melito
Wilfried Mendes
Grace Elizabeth Mera
Kimberly Mercado
Zaid M. Merhom
Marek Mery
Jeffrey Meza
Halima Sultana Miah
Si Yang Miao
David Michaeli
Leonid Mokinberg
Bogdan Milin
Alex Millan, Jr.
Liana Miller
Nadla B. Mingo
Shevonne Maria Mitchell
Patrice T. Moligian
Caroline Denise Montes
Benigno Montesdeoca, Jr.
Ellen Moon
Michael R. Moonasar
Terence J. Moore
Erika Morales
Jose Luis Morales
Jaime R. Moran
Jimmy A. Moreira
Christian E. Mosquera
Wasif Mostofa
Victoria Motschourad
Anand Ravi Mowlah
Tiffany Holly Moy
Malgorzata Mrzyk
Gary Mui
Jonathan R.Mui
Edita Muminovic
Monika Murgoska
Fernando Murillo
 Anastasia Murkina
Jeremiah J. Murphy
Yaphet K. Murphy
Boris Musheyev
Anthony N. Musi
Dorota Musial
Marlene Mercedes Mustafa
Shazia A. Mustafa-Wahidi
Lidia A. Muszynska
Quenton L. Myhand
Noyeol Myung
Ruth Nachum
Hiromi Naito
Nadeen Naj
Albert Nakash
Anna Maria Namakula
Fizza Batool Naqvi
Aliza R. Narine
Raywatti Narine
Mohamed Z. Nazir
Joseph Nelson
Mikhail Nemoy
Orly Neumann
Keith V. Newman
Ada Ng
Kendy Ng
Mabel Ng
Richard Y. Ng
Sharry Ng
Tsz Yeung Ng
Victor Ng
Yu Ying Ng
Eliza I. Nguyen
Hanh Thi. Minh Nguyen
Thang C. Nguyen
Thu Nguyen
Richard Charles Nieto
Natalie Ngo
Elena S. Nikitina
Jose Antonio Niza
Richie Nizamuddin
Sinara D. Nolasco-Guareno
Roohpervar Z. Noormohamed
Olga I. Novikova
Abena Ntiamoah
Juan H. Nunez
Rosa Nunez
Bhaskara D. Nuridwan
Leticia A. Nurse
Lindsay A. Nurse
Merey Nursetov
Yelmar Y. Nursetov
Chu Yong Oh
Jenny Oh
Sehoon Oh
Hyun Jung J. Ok
Seiko Okazaki
Seon G. Ok
Rodion Orlovetskiy
Frankhel O. Ortega
Armando Luis Ortiz
Unai Ortiz
Ikenna Oyeoka Osakwe
Toshiaki Osumi
Jie Wen Ou
Eric Ouyang
Qinxin Ouyang
Nabila Owens
Mirian E. Oyola
Feyza Ozcilingir
Nicole M. Padmore
Anna Pakhomov
Douglas Martin Palms
Alex Pan
Man Lee Pan
Xiaoying Pan
Yi F. Pan
Yuriy Paranyuk
Elizabeth M. Pardieu
Adele Jamica Perez
Maninder Singh Parhar
Shruti A. Parikh
Do Byung Park
Eun soo Park
Hye Hyun Park
Min Kyeong Park
Sultana Parvin
Shruti K. Patel
Gloribel Paulino
Jennifer Paulino
Amanda Leigh Pedicino
Christian J. Pena
Jessica Pena
Jessica A. Penaherrera
Yu Y. Peng
Dennis Peralta
Sanka Perera
Tilen K. Perera
Albeliz Perero
Jacqueline Perez
David Peri
Muniram Persaud
Nick Peysak
Yuriy Peysakhov
Thomas Quoc Pham
Kevin Phillips
Netash K. Phull
Elvira Pankouskaantonczyk
Toya M. Pigford
Corinne A. Pina
Anna Pinkusovich
Ximena A. Pintado
Juan Felipe Pinto
Jakyung Planey
Cui Y. Poh
Edwin Ponce
Kintak Poon
Wai Ying Poon
William Poon
Michelle Portocarrero
Kayana K. Press
Antonina Mary Priolo
Leonid Potkov
Semir Purisic
Cheng Qiu
Amy Quezada
Sean Patrick Quin
Clarisa A. Quintana
Eric Quintero
Rabia Qureshi
Vladislav Rabieh
Zafar Rafiq
Mizanur Rahman
Khaleed Ramadan
Sharla Ramcharan
Anuska Nisha Ramkisson
Norma Lida Ramos
Paul M. Ramotar
Lennie Ramsaroepe
Latchmi Ramsaywack
Rahat Rashid
Kobi Rav
Boris Rayskin
Meldrin Redzematovic
Rachel Roberta Reid
Virginia Rejas
Julia Resseque
Camilo Ricardo Reyes
Doris Reyhan
Jennifer Rivera
Christian Alejandro Roa
Kateryna Rober
Jeunice Gloria Roberts
Justin Robertson
Matthew S. Robinson
Shahia S. Robinson
Eileen Rodriguez
Jose Luis Rodriguez
Liliana C. Rodriguez
Norma Rojas
Theodore Rojas
Maria Jose Romero
Stephanie Danielle Rosa
Elisabeth Maria Rosario
Nicole Rosario
Jenay Simone Rowe
Ujjal Roy
David M. Rudolph
Mario R. Ruiz
Olga Ryabaya
Volha Rzhnikava
Alik Sabov
Almedine Sabovic
Ahabakar Y. Sadau Kyi
Moses M. Salieh
Thomas C. Saitta
Rosni Ramehnd Sakhrani
Francisco Jose Salazar Gallegos
Mustafa Salemi
Davendra Samaroo
Nyla D. Samuel
Diana J. San Andres
Zaida G. Santamaria
Siarhei Savko
Swee fern Saw
Olena Sazina
Naomi W. Schachter
Jeremy Scott Schwartz
Irving V. Sealey
Valerie Seesman
Jennifer J. Sepulveda
Wioleta Serafin
Olga Sergeyeva
Kazeem Adewale Seriki
Stephanie Serrano
Alexandra Victoria Shaffer
Jigar Bharat Shah
Robert Elliott Weatherby, Jr.
Alexandra Meghann Wei
Li Wei
Wendy Qiao Lin Wen
Kelly Weng
Robert Carlos Westerband
Bekoe J. Wickham
Natasha Shante Williams
Mathias Willner
Duncan Alexander Winecoff
Jonathan P. Winslow
Adam Wong
Alex W. Wong
Becky Wong
Chio Wa Wong
Chun P. Wong
Eliza Wong
Flora Wong
Hei Thi Wong
Jackson C. Wong
Jennifer Wong
Justin Wong
Keene Wong
Man Sheung Wong
Raymond S. Wong
Simmie Wong
Simon Wong
Tim S. Wong
Timothy Wong
Bailey Wu
Edward Wu
George Ersi Wu
Kai H. Wu
Qina Wu
Regis Wu
Wei-an Wu
Xiaoci Wu
Yanjuan E. Wu
Yuan Wu
Rafal J. Wywiol
Jia Ying Xiao
Yonghong Xiong
David Xu
Fang Xu
Run Xu
Xi Xu
Yun Fei Xue
Ayumi Yamabe
Jung Mo Yang
Wendy Yuwen Yang
Mohammad Yasin
Zorina Yassin
Leah Joy Yatkowitz
Alice Ye
Sungmo Yeon
Jesse Chi Yeung
Wing Shun Yeung
Annie Yip
Stacy Yip
Yamina Youb
Hongwei Yu
Luyong Yuan
Andrew Lawrence Yuen
John Yuen
Alexandra E. Yumiguano
Wai Fong Yung
Muhammad Umer Zafar
Shohaib Zafar
Tatyana Zagalskaya
Saud Uz Zaman
Ewelina Zawistowska
Tareef Zeesan
Alan Zeng
Angus Zeng
Vicky Zhai
Ai Qun Zhang
David Zhang
Duan Z. Zhang
Junfeng Zhang
Li Zhang
Ling Zhang
Mark M. Zhang
Tao Zhang
Yang Zhang
Allen Zhao
Ray M. Zhao
Lixi Zheng
Longman Zhong
Heng Zhou
Xiao Qi Zhou
Shahnaz Zubair
Joseph Zuniga
Lady Annabell Zuniga
Robert L. Zyzynski

Yuliya Anikushina
Jack Michael Anunziato
Jaime Andres Arrieta
Rageb A. Awadallah
Irwin M. Azanero
Evgenia Bacioi
Kimberly Trace Bailey
Michael Balciewicz
Saro Banosan
Satenik Barkhudaryan
Alexandra Beica
Celestine Benjamin
Moran Z. Bennaim
Tracey Bent
Jermaine Roger Benton
Shazibul H. Bhuiyan
Thakur Bisai
Daniil Blinder
Candace Amanda Boodhoo
Gursandeep Boparai
Claudia Borovets
Miriam Braun
Steven Braunstein
Nikolai Bravo
Jaime E. Brieva
Georgette Nickiesha Brown
Iryna Bruchkovska
Dariga Dusentayeva Buberbayeva
Tarshia Denise Cameron
Daniel Nunes Candeias
Boyd Wesley Canty
Rushaine P. Castello
Kenia Castillo
Yves Christaisha R. Catabois
Bum K. Cha
Chak M. Chan
Jimmy Chan
Nina Chan
Samuel H. Chan
Whitney Chan
Duke Chang
Deoki Chaturgan
Loyin Chau
Chen Chen
Eric H. Chen
Long Chen
Raymond Chen
Tamara Chen
Yoon L. Chen
Xing Hui Chen
Leong K. Cheng
Sharon Chien
Eunhee Cho
Eunae Choi
Nadege Marie Chrysostome
Renzo Cayetano Chumbiauca

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SEPTEMBER 2010

Juan C. Abreu
Fahad Abukari
Evgeny Adaev
Shilpa Agarwal
Sabita Agrawal
Mansoor Ahmed
Junsoo Ahn
Yoon Kyong Ahn
Victor A. Alcantara
Anita Alickaj
Ori Almark
Alexander Alzate
Lenise Marie Amarosa
Vincent D. Anseduri
Amrith Anandakrishnan
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Wai Hoe Chung
Anton Chuprun
Gina Marie Cole
Angelica Colon
Elaine U. Cotton
Bernard James Cruz
Lian Hua Cui
Diana M. Curbelo
Sherry-Lyn L. Dabreo
Danielle Dao
Amiya B. Das
Guytre Dasrath
Bryan E. Davis
Franklin De La Cruz
Caroline Isabelle Delanoy
Ninash E. Delgado
Abigail R. De Los Santos
Simone R. Deonarain
Kendy M. Diaz
Natalia Olivia Diaz
Sharmella Jouelle Nikita Dick
Lyudmila Dimond
Irisa Dodson
Edyta Jolanta Dojka
Ying Dong
Denis Dvidnik
Anna Krystyna Duszka
Morris S. Dweck
Frances Paulina Espinoza
Mahvish Fahad
Lala Faynleyb
Evan Simon Fein
Penina Feiner
Robert J. Figueroa
Michael Flynn
Joey Fong
Lawanna Aisha Fox
Anat Frankenstein
Yoni Jonathan Frankenstein
Karien Lenise Frederick
Junqing Fu
Wai Yin Fung
Ahmed Gad
Gregory Galkar
Gergana Nikolova Gancheva
Jinglan Gao
Andriy Garasevych
Ingrid Carolina Garcia
Pawel Gazda
Jon E. Golin
Elizabeth Gonzalez
Michael Gouw
Ekaterina S. Gradovich
Racquel N. Green
Vladimir Gouysman
Martha C. Guaman
Sneha Gupta
Rudipda D. Gupta
Olga Guriyanova
James L. Gurtowski
Renee J. Guy
Hiram E. Haddad
Muhammad Umar Hafeez
Seybou Hamidou
Natalia Hardzeyonak
Jessica Ann Harrison
Mohammed I. Hashem
Faheem Hawkins
Gyasi Headen
Chan Heo
Julia T. Herrera
Jedan A. Hidalgo
Teresa Marie Hill
Pui Ho
Sou Man Ho
Yan Sang Ho
Stephanie Hon
Elizabeth Angela Hormaza
Mahir Ali Hossein
Shauna-Lee Crystal Howe
Remi Hu
Rainy Huang
Yuanyuan Huang
Vanessa Hui
King Pong Hung
Richard Huynh
Daniel H. Hwang
Giuseppe Iacopelli
Jesika M. Ibanez
Sophia Imam
Ilya D. Isayev
Jamell G. Isidor
Hanna Iuchyna
Carolin-Ann D. Jackson
Mabhub Jadhe
Aakriti Bantiya Jain
Carlos Gabriel Jara
Sade Medisha Jennings
Hui Jiang
Alison G. Jimenez
Cameron C. Jones
Aaron D. Joo
Rahul Bhakta Joshi
Zarna Joshi
Hyunoon Jun
Hyunjoo Sui Sanchez
Ume Kalsoom
Vernon F. Kamath
Manjinder Kaur Kang
Moon-see Kang
Noh Eui Kang
Rana Karimova
Ali Kasmi
Mayya Kats
Mandeep Kaur
Samrat Kc
Oumar Keita
Hisham Khan
Minaz Khan
Saika Khan
Thupten Khedup
Brian Kim
Dana Kim
Jae Kim
Kihyun Kim
Mi Hee Kim
Yong Sung Kim
YoungHoHoon Kim
Nadejda Kim-Lee
Radina Kirow
Luba Kolskiursk
Yehuda Kohavi
Mirza Kolenovic
Wei Quet Kong Lu
Denys Kotsky
Amita Kour
Miroslava Kovach
Kanstantsin Kozyrav
Merida Krasnich
Maria Kravchenko
Joanna Krudyk
Kateryna Krzychek
Haruna Kubo
Philippe Georges Laguerre
Ka Man Lai
Alyssa Lauren Laltoo
Nicole Siulok Lam
Yin Lam
William Lau
David H. Law
Yuk Ping Law
Tenisha N. Leacock
Chui Ling Lee
Har Ming Lee
Melissa Leroy
Anthony Leung
Mabel Leung
Jasmina Levnijak
Anna Li
Jamie S. Li
Jeffrey Li
Kevin Li
Mabelle Li
Shirley Li
Shu Q. Li
Yan Li
Wei Biao Liao
Ding Lin
Samantha Lin
Tingting Lin
Wenpin Lin
Xinhao Lin
Guihua Liu
Kenneth Sun Wai Liu
Xiao Fang Liu
Ka Wai Lo
Ka Yi Lo
Angela Rita Lo Brutto
Julio Cesar Lopez Vallesjos
Martin E. Luna
Anh Luan Thi Thuy
George Wing Ly
Trinh Thiien Ly
Zisis Manolatos
Olympi Mansher
Felicia Margiye
Angela M. Mayorga
Chad M. McLean
Stanislav O. Medvedev
Jamie Lee Mendell
Anna Metreveli
Stephanie Miano
Sanda Alina Miga
Michael Miller
Sujin Min
Bartosz Mista
Olena Mitev
Yoko Miyazaki
Billy I. Mizrahi
Priyanka Modi
Mikhail Modik
Katarzyna P. Mokrzycka
Melissa E. Molina
Maninder Singh Momii
Jean Claude Montpoint, Jr.
David Dickson Monroy
Alexander Moon
Boyoungh Moon
Darryl R. Moore
Abraham J. Mora
Alexander Morel
Yvonne Angella Morris
Jack A. Mosseri
Su Zher Mui-Jiang
Mirasa Muratovic
Justyna Lucia nalepa
Hashim Naseem
Olga Y. Nechiporenko
Rida Nehari
Joseph Neri
Jason C. Ng
Kenneth T. Ng
Vu Phong Nguyen
Daniel J. Nigro
Jais J. Nirappath
Filippa Noghani
Wadi M. Nunez
Aki Oba
Kenneth Okrend
Merari Ortiz
Veronica Osminina
Souley Oumarou
Efrat Palhima
Yashraj Hitesh Panchmatia
Shankar R. Pandey
Shweta Panjeta
Takisha A. Panton-Dooley
Angela Papadimitriou
John Joseph Papageorgiou
Eun Mee Park
Ji Min Park
Jihoon Park
Sunshin Park
Yongjoon Park
Jheniffer P. Parker
Tarandeep Parmar
Sunny B. Patel
Ivana Pavlica
Tamiko Luv Pearson
Alexis Peguero
Ronyhel Peguero
Stefanny G. Penalo Perez
Yumiko Takada Pestka
Valeryia Petukh
Tharinya Phinphattrakun
Cosette Fichardo
Wilma Josefinna Pinales
Franchesca D. Pinto
Rick Poon
Jesus Abdeli Powell
Adhve Prevlukaj
Qiang Qian
Faizal Quader
Christopher Quiah
Taimoor Qureshi
Violetta Rafaelova
Shilparanji H. Raghavan
Mahabubur Rahman
Maksim Rakhman
Andres S. Ramirez
Wilmer David Ramos
Ray Ranglall
Mohammed Rasel
Ilda Rastoder
Simon David Rees
Levi Y. Reich
Natalia Reha
Wenjian Ren
Daisy E. Reyes
Diana E. Reyes
Ji Won Rheee
Jessie Rigaud
Sayed Ahdur Rob
Ashley Ann Roccamova
Carlos A. Rodriguez
Magda E. Rodriguez
Mery Smiling Rodriguez
Sana Rogatia
Iryna Rogova
Dioris A. Rosario
Andrew Noah Roth
Yamen Rouf
Lisa M. Rouse
Shu Jun Ruan
Fanny Raquel Ruiz
Anna Rybalova
Zeki R. Sabagh
Anatoliy Salman
Clefia Dorville Sultus
Michael John Salzano
Shakuntala Sammy
Aleksandr Samusevich
Joanne Pamela Sanchez
Jose R. Sanchez
Luissan Sanchez
Margaret H. Sancho
Tselmuun Zasta Sandag
Christina Sanjurjo
Michelle J. Sarria
Daniel Ralph Sassoon
Yuliya Sauchyk
Edouard Sawadogo
Victoria Evangelia Schwartz
Joseph L. Schweke
Reynold Sembir ing
Hyeonjoo Seong
Merly J. Sepulveda
Madiha Shahid
Yaroslava Shalashova
Arun K. Sharma
Nima Sherpa
Nuri Sherpa
Yi Mei Shi
Gulnaz Shiri yazdanova
Ariel Shlezing er
Andrew Shlomovich
Nisha Shrestha
Rostislava Shtumer
Jorge L. Simon
Chanpreet Singh
Gurpreet Singh
Jacqueline J. Singh
Sunpreet Singh
Mody Sissoko
Claudia Sisti
Dominika Skowronska
Wilson So
Victoriya Sokol
Renata Soleti
Christina N.D. Somar
Katarina Somodi
Stan Alex Sorokin
Eugene Spektor
Eitan J. Stern
Svetlana Strazhkova
Steven Sukhnath
Magdalena Sulewska
Ji Young Sung
Kristina Svendryte
Aye M. Swe
Jeanise Sylvain
Edward Tan
Yee Li Ealy Tang
Yvonne Wangjen Tang
Yeraldin Celeste Tavarez
Tabassum Tayyab
Kimberly Sun Te
Jason L. Tellone
Bibek Thapa
Myo Min Thein
Vanessa Thomas
Damon G. Tian
Jesus Toledano
Matt B. Toomla
Brian James Torpie
Keith Hai Tran
Gustavo Trujillo
Long Huynh Truong
Chiu L. Tsang
William Tsang
Dinu Tugulea
Sakshi Tuteja
Tamara Uzilov
Alexandra Vamanu
Matthew Tyler Van Nuys
Thomas Varga
Marisol Vega
Marko Leonardo Velandia
Jeanclaude Vergniaud
Mona Verma
Rajiv Verma
Mihai Vladut
Krystyna V. Vterkovska
Bei Lei Wang
Chen Jia Wang
Lillian Yi-hsin Wang
Yi Wang
Jacob W. Weaver
Tal Weissman
Petal Candace Clare Wellington
Kimberly Ann Williams
Ewelina Wisniewski
Christopher Kai-wah Wong
Jeffrey Wong
Sylvia L. Wong
Guo Jian Wu
Linying Wu
Manwai Wu
Ryan J. Wu
Suting Wu
Tsung Nan Wu
Xibin Xiao
Mei Ting Xie
Ahuva Yakov
Kazuyoshi Yamada
Li Qun Yang
Yong Ye
Zhou Ye
Sze Yeung Yick
Xueting Yin
Curtis Pak Yan Yip
Subin Yoon
Roni Yosofov
Christine Youn
Sharmina Yousuf
Jian N. Yu
Jonathan Yu
Stephanie Da Nor Yu
Xiu Zhen Yu
Yue Yu
Michael Zaytsev
Meng Jia Zeng
Shi Geng Zeng
Zi You Zeng
Zhijun Zhan
Jinyi Zhang
Hilaria Zhao
Yanitsa D. Zhekova
Jiehong Zheng
Boyan Zhou
Jason Xiao Shi Zhou
Wenyi Zhu
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Bachelor of Science

September 2009

Kenneth L. Archbold§
Doran Allan Chan§

February 2010

Glenn Christian Apolinar**§
Salome Begeladze§
Antoinette Anne Caesar
Paola I. Feliz§
Cyrus Ting Hin Mok§
John F. Moreno
Janet PARRales§
Elinel C. Perez
Carlos Ruiz**§
Melissa J. Rusinek
Madia Melody Snyder
Danielle E. Wilson

June 2010

Amanda Armoogam
Anjalee Daryani
Sharon Ecke
America Aurora Erne§
Janelle Francis
Maria B. Galarza
Carlos Garcia§
Adriano Gazic
Caitlin M. Hannon§
Gentiana Haxhaj
Anna Louise Hellman
Bob C. Hsu
Philip Kao
Miguel A. Lamarche
Taisha L. Monsanto
Uchenwa H. Njoku
Chris D. Parker
Maria Y. Parsheva
Vincent Pullara, Jr.
Lisa C. Rambaran
Felicia Cecile Rogers§
Tanya P. Stephen
Yong H. Teo
Karina O. Vega
Sopia Zardiashvili§

September 2010

Emmanuel Charles
Jeffrey S. Chee§
Victoria Dedi§
Ramond L. Desroches
Janny Morales
Jose Luis Sanchez§
Karolina Sudol
Wangchuk Tsering
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SEPTEMBER 2009</strong></th>
<th><strong>FEBRUARY 2010</strong></th>
<th><strong>JUNE 2010</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilreno Ingram</td>
<td>Jose Bayona</td>
<td>Shaya M. Elcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Malin</td>
<td>Ying Huang</td>
<td>Erica M. Schoonmaker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FEBRUARY 2010</strong></th>
<th><strong>JUNE 2010</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam D. Estabrook</td>
<td>Francisco J. Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WILLIAM E. MACAULAY HONORS COLLEGE**

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FEBRUARY 2010</strong></th>
<th><strong>JUNE 2010</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johal Rattanamol</td>
<td>Lisa Arking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

**JUNE 2010**

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hsi Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirill Kan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl Kounoth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Smelyansky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES

ZICKLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SEPTEMBER 2009

Vincent J. Arata
Carlos Arteaga
Akriti Arya
Rochak R. Bhatia
Amritpal Singh Bhomia
Maria R. Coppola
Ian Vincent Curwood
Madhavi D.H. Damani
Uri Friedman
Brian T. Gillander
Mark Adam Gray
Amos R. Himmelstein
Matthew Taber Jokl
Lesley Deborah Josephs
Rumi Kagami
Likseva Kalemi
Supriya Kapur
James B. Katzman
Raymond S. Kim
Suemi Kim
Amina Kimova
Richard Ross Kneller
Steven Michael Krivicich
Raymond C.S. Lee
Seoktae Lee
Laura D. Martell
Olivier Munyanzea
Zena Charisse Nelson
Heather Cross Nielsen
Noa Oren
Alexander B. Pollak
Richard M. Powers
Anish L. Pradhan
Shannon Danny Ramsaywak
Jacqueline Regalado
Janaina Maria Paschoal Saad
Shayan Shafizadeh
Nidhi Shah
Heather J. Sherman
Nrupen Uday Sinkar
Evan Jon Steinlauf
Yewin Thant
Yee Sang Patrick To
Yusuke Tomizawa
Suzanne Mayo Watson
Mitchell Andrew Weinfield
Edward D. Winstanley
Dilara Yuldasheva

FEBRUARY 2010

Henry A. Abreu
Amy Elizabeth Ahearn
Aimen Ahmed
Anjali Jagdish Ahuja
Murtaza Ali
Cigdem Aybar
Alexander Bagdasarian
Karishma Bahri
Igor Bekker
Natalia Belousova
Ran Berkman
Frank Charles Bockowski
Kevin Michael Brennan
Anantshree R. Bubna
Rosmery C. Camilo
Emily Campbell
Joshua Daniel Floyd Carey
Sheetal P. Chavan
Huixia Chen
Johnnie H. Chen
Michael Chen
Michael W. Connors
Gregg W. Daily
Marina Davelman
Daniel Salvatore Davoli
Lutfi Demiral
Sunny Agnel Desa
Vikas P. Desai
Michael W. DiChiaro
Ruxandra Dinu
Othalia A.E. Doe-Bruce
Eveline Dominique

Peter G. D’Onofrio
Aleksandar Ducic
Shahir M. Erfan
Toru D. Fujimura
Yuliya Ginzburg
Carrie Renée Goff
Aleksandr Gorkhover
Sweta Goswami
Jason D. Grancaric
Maritza A. Guerra
Stalene Candis Hall
Matthew K. Hanna
Maria Ingrid Yasmin Hidalgo
Yunsup Albert Hong
Chen-Min Huang
Moukaddas Iouldacheva
Simcha B. Jacobowitz
LaMarr Anthony Johnson
Nick N. Kamenoff
Marta Kamieniecki
Sandra Chung-An Kang
Pooneh Kaplan
Urvi V. Kaul
Aisha Yoki Keens-Dumas-Smith
Robert Shawn Kessner
Javed K. Khan
Taras V. Khanin
Marliese E. Kimmens
Jason S. Kopoloff
Alexandra Kotronis
Mathew J. Kryder
Moon Son Kwak
Elaine Laperuta
Mikhail Lapin
Corinne Lau
Eun Mi Lee
Alan Liang
Hung-pin Liao
Matthew Joshua Lieber
Linda Xing Liu
Anna Yen Lo
Joseph R. Loughran
Trevaughn A. Luncheon

The listing of names and degrees to be conferred, appearing herein, is subject to such changes, deletions, and additions as may be necessary to conform to the final and official records of Bernard M. Baruch College.
Mary Elizabeth Maginn
William S. Majowka
Nicholas Mastrangelo
Monika Matraszek
James L. McCloskey
Brian T. McNamara
Ankit Mehta
Josue Mendez Goetz
Anita Mesi
Aizhan Mitteldorf
Tehreem Mohsin
Mei Ha Mok
Joseph Timothy Monti
Dana Muflag-Friedman
Ayka N. Muskova
Paul P. Naraine
Manisha Narwani
Elinor Zaleha Nathan
Becky Sue Nawrocki
Alexander Bataille Newbold
Erin M. Nichols
Cassandra Reed Abrams
Jaclyn E. Adams
Martin Awuku Ahorney
Adekemi Olayinka Akinbo
Diana Amrom
Adine Avrams
Andrew Justin Beemer
Krunal Bhuta
Matthew E. Birmingham
Jonathan Bolton
Chelsea Bosworth
Monifa L. Brooks
Adam David Cameron
Nicole H. Carluccio
Elaine Hui Tan Chan
Lin Yu Chan
Yuhsin Chang
Panagiotis Charitou
Anand Kishore Chawla
Shun-ju Wilson Cheong
Jung Woo Choi
Francesco Citro
Matan Rafael Cohen
Jonathan Hoffman Cottone
Frances Ferris Crocker
Kelly Jean Crow
Brian Cruey
Tejas Dadarkar
Jonathan Damon
Paul A. D’Angelo
Paul Daquisto
Jenny M. Davis
Ceejay K. Dawkins
Clement Anthony D’Costa
Ervis Deda
Melissa A. Degenhardt
Dominador Serrano De Guzman III
Edward Vincent R. Delmundo
Nikolas Anthony De Sena
Rodrigo J. Diaz Garbizu
Maple Dong
Paul H. Dorestant
Saahil P. Dugar
Sharon Arie Dvir
Deshawn Perez Edwards
Alan Ira Elmowitz
David S. Epstein
Sayaka Eto
Brian J. Fabey
Irina Faybusovich
Kristian P. Flores
Amanda Devon Friedl
Janet H. Friedland
Daniel Galperin
Yiswanath Garlapati
John Brennan Gerster
Mark P. Glaberson
Brad M. Goldstein
Juliana Gomez
George Gonzalez
Marina Gorboul
Marina Grubman
Stacey Anne Haag
Adam M. Haber
Habiba Haider
Isaac Hefez
Scott Herskowitz
Philip B. Hong
Annie Hsu
Rashid Hussain
Monica I. Ionescu
Piney Jacob
Sachin Jain
Sunil S. Jathar
Kunal Harsh Jhaveri
Daniel Kab
Ashok Kamal
Danish Kapur
Craig Matthew Karagus
Millen Katz
Olena Kinebas
Andrew L. Kolodynski
Richard Koo
Dipti R. Kohur
Deepa R. Krishnan
Abhijit R. Kulkarni
Nailcan Kurt
Vinay Kumar Lalam
### MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Benjamin Olsen</td>
<td>Abhal H. Shah</td>
<td>Anshul Tateja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodrigo Jose Pastor Peralta</td>
<td>Ankana Prakash Shah</td>
<td>Arash Yakil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakesh Chunnilal Patel</td>
<td>Manasi Shah</td>
<td>Deepak Verma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurentiu Petculescu</td>
<td>Alla Shamim</td>
<td>Andrei A. Voicu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Adam Pliner</td>
<td>Mark Sharfshteyn</td>
<td>Jessica Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aditi Vivek Prabhu</td>
<td>Amy Shum</td>
<td>Qiao Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreya A. Raiji</td>
<td>Risa E. Silverman</td>
<td>Alicia M. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Neplotnik Rapoport</td>
<td>Arjun Singal</td>
<td>Jennifer Yee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikita Rathi</td>
<td>Ian Harris Spitalnick</td>
<td>Rickey Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Reddy</td>
<td>Daniel S. Thalblum</td>
<td>Kshitij Janak Zaveri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francine Angelie Santiago</td>
<td>Ronald Brian Trenouth, Jr.</td>
<td>Adam Stefan Zwirn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaman Carmen Tse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2009</td>
<td>September 2010</td>
<td>September 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Tsai</td>
<td>Shawn M. Amann</td>
<td>Shawn M. Amann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ammara Latif Chowdhry</td>
<td>Anupama A. Kukade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wing Yu Chu</td>
<td>William Elliot Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mariel S. Cooperman</td>
<td>Wai-Kwan Ivy Lee M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irene Deineko</td>
<td>David Todel Leyden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maria Eleftheriou</td>
<td>Tamim S. Malbari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eric J. Fixsen</td>
<td>Joanna Marie Manamsala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judith Heller</td>
<td>David H. Otto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yikyun Lisa Kang</td>
<td>Michael Segal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demetrios A. Karides</td>
<td>Irina Vinokur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin R. Kelly</td>
<td>Leon M. Zalmanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anne Marie Zielinski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John George Campbell</td>
<td>Jessica Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas K. Cheriyan</td>
<td>Denise A. Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark P. Covitt</td>
<td>Shamsuddoha M. Ranginwala</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Guillermo Gutierrez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inbal S. Haimovich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savitree Hanif</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary-Jeanne Hennessy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masum Hossain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara M. Ingram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anese Nichole Jackson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessalynn K. James</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilini S. Kasturiarachchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Catherine Key</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piotr Marcin Kocik</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edina A. Leisher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhen Liu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Lobefaro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisa Lupa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Rina Lusthader</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen E. Lynch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>September 2010</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunita H. Mahabir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Joseph Maniaci</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Martinez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Joseph McElhinney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Migliorini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilary Miller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Marie Mills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. Moran</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine N. Mwaura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham D. Narrow-Tilonsky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryanne N. Nigro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Akello Odyek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun Yeong Oh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li-chia Ong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nana Efua Oppong-Lloyd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman V. Paprocki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana Maria Perdomo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina J. Perretti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Ann Ramos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nekenasoa Randreshaiva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Jeremy Reiners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa F. Rosen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher M. Shay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica M. Simonson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanuja Singh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwona Maria Spytkowski</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Claire Stagner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalka Anne Terrebetzky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles C. Torres-Chae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meliana Utama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam C. Waitzman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orette C. Williams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickie Joel Wong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrystal Laurie Woodson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Zarcone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle R. Zubiller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUNE 2010</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akua-akilah Anoye</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Y. Aparis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James David Quimpo Arcala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leniqua Dorice Blue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharmell Liat Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilda Botello Bustos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lajiri F. Cabrera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Tomas Cardona</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica R. Chierici</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Chowayou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikole Alberta Collins-Puri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole A. Creary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Alissa Dash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luciaisha A. Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Delano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonya C. Edwards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Juan Jose Estrada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Darlene Victoria Evans
Rubeena Naz Farooqui
Irma Flores
Clinton R. Gibson
Brett Givens
Angela Ivy Gustus
Jennifer Hernandez
Leah R. Horowitz
Derric J. Johnson
Joy S. Jones Keys
Tania Jospitre
Felicia Kline
Deborah R. Lake
Kendra Nicole Lee
Lisa H. Levy
Judith Matos
Cathy L. Mays
Michelle Nicole McCall
Ann Marie J. Mieritz
Cierra Consuela Minter
Kyleeuna Jula Mitchell
Walter H. Murawski
Antoine L. Oakley
Dawn N. Ofodile
Lilly Rika Okamura
Derrick Isidor Padilla
Reagen A. Price
Bahia Ramos-Synnott
Joi Cheree Ridley
Damaris Rodriguez
Cynthia Rosario
Cleon Virgil Ryland, Jr.
Tagrid Siddique-Hossain
Keisha L. Smith
Kamilah Akilah Way
Le‘joy Denise White

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

SEPTEMBER 2010

John Hunt
Jessica R. Kemper

Nancy Kleaver-Saltzstein
Joann LoCascio
Maryann McKenzie
Tamara A. Murray
Diana Perez
Jennifer Lynn Siegel
Carol A. Starmack
Lucindo Suarez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION

SEPTEMBER 2009

Alejandra Andrea Rojas

FEBRUARY 2010

Lisa Victoire Benadi
Suwen Brunot-Gervais
Rachel Dulitz
Jazmin O. Flores
Cynthia Christina Galindo
Jessica Ann Hull
Deborah Klesenski
Nilsa Lam
Sunglae Lee
Colleen Frances Marshall
Michael S. Scaduto
Michael D. Verdino

JUNE 2010

Julie Delia Agosto
Florence D. Aliberti
Patricia Michelle Ambroise
Adriana Elisa Aranda
Edward Baurin
Dulal Chanda
Peter P. Dachille, Jr.
Maureen Carol Daly
Ingrid C. De Leon
James Tyler Eaton
Vanesa Therese Fekete Archibald
Britta Michaela Frankel
Melissa Grant
Simon Harley
Joseph J. Hartnett
Clement Philip Hemmings
Warren M. Heusner
Habibe U. Illing
Iwona Kuryj
Marlene Leekang
Dana Elaine Mann-Dukes
Harry Mars
Jennifer Marie McCabe
Renee Clare Nilsen

SEPTEMBER 2010

Joanne David
Laura H. Jack
Jesse Naif Saba

Mary Omobolanle Olushoga
Irina Ostrozhnyuk
Robert Donald Rennie
Sonia Maria Rodrigues
Alexandra Rojas
Simone E. Varadian
Gianina G. Venturo
September 2009
Christopher Craig Chopp
Temitope Fasoye
Clara Estelle Harvey
Julie E. Jacobowitz
Marlon Lucan Lowe
Melissa Joy Mejias
Abigail F. Stolz
Akil Jelani Wilson

February 2010
Chad Adam Altman

June 2010
Rachel Belizaire
Laura Jeanne Benin
Nicole Mary Cinque
Abigail Behr Elkins
Nicholas Edward Hooper
Lasheanma M. Lumpkin
Faye M. McGevna
Renee Marie Turek

September 2010
Nicole Green
Meesun John
Dana Marie McCarthy
FEBRUARY 2010

Ricardo Xavier Aspiazu
Erica Berkovich
Maeve E. Dempsey
Dmitriy V. Galyutin
Karen M. Genicola
Evan Ross Goldberg
Louisa Kema
Tieni Lee
Ningning Ma
Michael C. Mathis
Michele Staci Resnick
Rachel Vasilets
Janelle Nicole Wellman

JUNE 2010

Siena O. Agori-Iwe
Adriana Isabel Aldarondo
Marta Antonelli
Francesca M. Aspromonte
Darnide Cayo
Danielle Marie Conroy

FEBRUARY 2010

Vinod S. Punjabi
Satnam Singh
Robert C. Spruill
Shlomo Ben Shoshan
Adam S. Bloom
Samantha Hai Cheng Boo
Jonathan Cardenas
Jimmy Beng Hoe Chew
Boon Kheng Benson Chia
Aditya P. Chitral
Chet Siew Ching
Cindy Gek Kim Chou
Milagros Medalla Concepcion Perez
Kevin M. Deutsch
Cheong Chee Wai Etherton Isaac
Matthew Duane Feinstein
Rajesh Nanik Hardwani
Chuan-Yuan Huang
Mose Iba
Hasan Islam
David E. Jackson II
Jolin S. Jureviev
Adrian Choon Meng Koh
Kim Luan Koh
Eugene Krel
Rachit Lahoti
Bin Li
Seng Gay Lim
Mary Low
Bhargav Reddy Mandadi
Mathew Jude Mathew
Pui Yim Mok
Eddy Neo
Lay Bee Ng
Boon Khim Oh
Simon Chen Sin Ong
Kim Bee Pang
Kok Meng Pang
Chiew Teh Pung
Hong Choo Quek
Milos Radojcic
Redzuan Rahmat
Douglas Reich
Rachel Ryan
Carl Coffman Schmidt
Tae Woo Son
Li Su
Jeyanthi Diana Subramaniam
Venzena Subramaniam
Lee Teng Tay
Chien Ping Tham
Hwee Yann Toh
Roger La Rocque Trimble
Anand Kai Kok Wong
Christina Lay Beng Yeo
Khit Yok-Cheen
Meng Zhao
Shuwen Zhao
Fan Zou

MASTER OF SCIENCE

SEPTEMBER 2009

Ethel Jill Baril
Hartley Wells Bramhall
Daniel J. Cashman
Jeffrey R. DeSoto
Vincent A. DiAngelo
Adi Feld
Kathleen Francois-Morrison
Natalie Christine Gardner
Josh A. Gombo
Ashley Jill Goodman
Kristin Anne Harel
Hao He
Tanja Ilic
Ayako Jessica Kono
Priyanka Mitra
Jesús T. Morales
Cynthia L. Okimoto
Lillian M. Oonyu
Keisha A. Phillips
Anita R. Rishi
Nataliya Sadina
Lindsay Rose Sepetauc
Roriann M. Smith
Li Sun
Vladimir Toshchevikov
Yavuz Varoglu
Tian Xi Wei

JUNE 2010

Ingrid Marie-Falone Degand
Dwana Shae Dixon
Robert E. Gargano
Linda Hakim
Danielle Elizabeth Henry
Sharae Allahnee Johnson
Melissa Sue Kantrowitz
Elizabeth Ann Leath
Tamara C. Lew
Mary Beth Maslowski
Sin Yee Ng
Brooke Kelly Selby
### Doctor of Philosophy in Business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>September 2009</th>
<th>January 2010</th>
<th>June 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Fried</td>
<td>Stefano D’Addona</td>
<td>Eleni Gousgounis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chih-Chieh (Jason) Chiu</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fengyun Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reina Arakji</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Wilcox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Doctor of Philosophy in Industrial/Organizational Psychology

**June 2010**

Lorianne Danielie Mitchell
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Benno C. Schmidt, Jr.
Chairperson

Philip Alfonso Berry
Vice Chairman

Valerie Lancaster Beal
Wellington Z. Chen
Rita DiMartino
Freida D. Foster
Joseph J. Lhota
Hugo M. Morales, M.D.
Peter S. Pantaleo
Kathleen M. Pesile
Cory Provost
Carol A. Robles-Román
Charles A. Shorter
Sam A. Sutton
Jeffrey S. Wiesenfeld
Manfred Philipp, ex-officio

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION

Matthew Goldstein
Chancellor

Allan H. Dobrin
Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief Operating Officer

Alexandra Logue
Executive Vice Chancellor and University Provost

Jay Hershenson
Senior Vice Chancellor for University Relations and
Secretary of the Board of Trustees

Frederick P. Schaffer
Senior Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs and General Counsel

Marc Shaw
Interim Senior Vice Chancellor for Budget, Finance
and Financial Policy

Peter G. Jordon
Interim Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Pamela S. Silverblatt
Vice Chancellor for Labor Relations

Gillian Small
Vice Chancellor for Research

Gloriana B. Waters
Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Management

Iris Weinshall
Vice Chancellor for Facilities Planning, Construction,
and Management

Brian Cohen
Associate Vice Chancellor and University CIO

Matthew Sapienza
Associate Vice Chancellor for Budget and Finance

BARUCH COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

Stan Altman
President

James McCarthy
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Ben Corpus
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment
Management and Dean of Students

Gabriel Eszterhas
Vice President for Administration and Finance

Mark Gibbel
Vice President for College Advancement

Christina Latouf
Chief Communications and Marketing Officer

John Elliott
Vice President and Dean, Zicklin School of Business

David Birdsell
Dean, School of Public Affairs

Jeffrey Peck
Dean, Mildred and George Weissman School
of Arts and Sciences

Lenore Kreitman
Counsel to the President

Barbara Lawrence
Associate Provost

Dennis Slavin
Associate Provost
Baruch College Administration, continued

Ronald Aaron
Elaine Anderson
Angela Anselmo
Carl Aylman
Marco Dinovelli
David Garlock
David Gaudette

Kyra Gaunt
Mary Gorman
Sarah Harney
Veronica Ingram
Barbara Lawrence
Kenya Lee
Harry McLaughlin
Lin Peng

Shadia Sachedina
Abigail Stevens
Leslie Sutton-Smith
Carmen Vásquez
Brenda Vercesi
Susan Wong
Marina Zogbi

Commitment Planning Committee

Ronald Aaron
Elaine Anderson
Angela Anselmo
Carl Aylman
Marco Dinovelli
David Garlock
David Gaudette

Kyra Gaunt
Mary Gorman
Sarah Harney
Veronica Ingram
Barbara Lawrence
Kenya Lee
Harry McLaughlin
Lin Peng

Shadia Sachedina
Abigail Stevens
Leslie Sutton-Smith
Carmen Vásquez
Brenda Vercesi
Susan Wong
Marina Zogbi

Committee on Prizes, Scholarships, and Awards

Kyra Gaunt (Sociology and Anthropology)

Carmel Jordan (English)

Jessica Lang (English)

Gloria Paulus (SEEK)

Commencement Marshals

Angela Anselmo, Chief Marshal
Carl Aylman, Deputy Chief Marshal

Ron Aylar
April Allen-Materowski
Anne Austin
Jack Barone
Nindja Bazile
Lorna Brown
Martha Burgos
Juan Caraballo
Michael Carew
John Casey
John Choonoo
Theresa Conway
Denise Delgado

Veralyn Esnard
Traci Espinet
Aura Espinosa
George Frankel
Robert Freedman
Martin Fries
Warren Gordon
James Grayshaw
Sarah Harney
George Hill
Patricia Imbimbo
Veronica Ingram-Henry
Patricia Johnson

Sam Johnson
Barbara Lambert
Maple Liu
Selvin Lowe
Eduardo Malca
Alyce Mayo
Douglas Medina
Angela Mubanda
Brian Murphy
Jana O’Keefe Bazzoni
Richard Orbe-Austin
Jeanne Pearson-Gray
Astrid Rodriguez
Baruch College extends its appreciation to the faculty, staff, and students who volunteered to serve as marshals at these Commencement Exercises.

The ceremonial mace used during the ceremony was a gift from the Baruch College Alumni Association.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luz Rodriguez</th>
<th>Matthew Vogel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadia Sachedina</td>
<td>Walter Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeannette Shuck</td>
<td>Sherman Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Stein</td>
<td>Susan Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Stolinsky</td>
<td>Redinela Zhurka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingrid Tineo</td>
<td>Alvin Zwicker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Vacchiano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS, continued
Awards and Honors

MAY 27, 2010
5:30 PM

NEWMAN VERTICAL CAMPUS
BARUCH COLLEGE
55 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

Each year, a number of our graduating students achieve academic excellence beyond the norm. The College recognizes these individuals in this annual awards ceremony. The awards are presented through the generosity of alumni and friends of Baruch College. The recipients are selected by committees from the three schools, various academic departments, and Student Affairs.
HERMAN AND PAULINE ABRAMS AWARD
To a student who has attained outstanding academic excellence and achievement
Lennie Ramsaroep

SAMUEL S. AND LILYAN BENIS AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN ACCOUNTING
To the SEEK students majoring in accountancy who achieved the highest accountancy index
Ronyhel Peguero
George Wu

BETA GAMMA SIGMA ALUMNI OF NEW YORK CITY MEDAL
To a graduating senior who has attained membership in the Bernard M. Baruch College Chapter of the National Honor Society, Beta Gamma Sigma (Epsilon Chapter), and who qualifies by reason of outstanding character, scholastic achievement, participation in college affairs, and potential for leadership
Levi Reich

COPPOLA/GREENBERG LAW PRIZE
To a senior who has been accepted to law school
Gregory Perrotta

VINCENT DI LORENZO PRIZE IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
To an undergraduate international marketing major who had the highest scholastic average for graduation in this specialization and shows the greatest potential for success in this field
Veronika Ilyuk

ELLIS DRYER AWARD IN ACCOUNTANCY
To an outstanding student majoring in accountancy and planning to attend law school
Chava Goldstein

PROFESSOR STANLEY A. FRANKEL MEMORIAL AWARD
To a student majoring in management for outstanding work in the area of business ethics
Hernan Giraldo

JOSEPH A. GOLDSTEIN AND JERRY M. ROSENKRANZ AWARD IN HONOR OF DAVID VALINSKY
To a student with superior academic credentials and achievement in statistics and computer information systems who has shown the most interest and promise in the field of marketing research
Ekatarina Gradovich
NATHANIEL V. GREENBERG MEMORIAL AWARD OF BROUT AND CO., ACCOUNTANCY
To a student majoring in accountancy with the best scholastic average in accountancy subjects
Bogdan Milin

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS FOUNDATION AWARD
To a student in high academic standing, with a major in Real Estate
that demonstrates extra-curricular activities of service to the Department and/or the College.
Catherine Kuo

AARON LEVENSTEIN LABOR RELATIONS AWARD
To a student of labor relations in the Department of Management
who has shown the most promise in this field
Hernan Giraldo

MORRIS ROBINSON PRIZE IN BUSINESS
To seniors who have a strong academic record, who demonstrate entrepreneurial spirit,
and who plan to enter the workforce after graduation
Jacqueline Graham
Caitlin Hannon
Jose Antonio Niza
Uchenwa Njoku

EDWARD ROTHMAN AWARD
To a senior who has demonstrated excellence and scholastic achievement
in the study of law and has been accepted for admission to law school
Kirill Kan

AARON STRAUSS MEMORIAL AWARD
To an outstanding undergraduate marketing major who has completed
the required marketing research course MKT 3600
and the elective MKT 4420 (International Marketing Research)
Natalia Brzostowska

LOUIS S. STROOCK AWARD
To a student who has achieved the highest average in a business concentration
Tobias Bessette

SIE MANAGEMENT HONOR SOCIETY AWARD
To the graduating student majoring in management who has been elected
and admitted to membership in Sigma Iota Epsilon, the Management Honor Society,
and who has the highest cumulative grade point average
Remi Hu
**LAWRENCE B. WILSON AWARD**
To an outstanding graduating senior who is an accountancy major
Keith Bui

**MORTON WOLLMAN AWARDS**
For outstanding achievement in the following fields:
- **Auditing**: Tobias Bessette
- **Computer Information Systems**: Oren Twito
- **Economics**: Aliza Narine
- **Finance**: Dragana Dubljevic
- **Law**: Dmitry Lapin
- **Management**: Lennie Ramsaroep
- **Marketing**: Valerie Grinman
- **Statistics**: Jianzhong Hu

**JOEL B. ZWEIBEL PRE-LAW HONORS AWARD**
To a graduating honors student in the Zicklin School of Business with a minimum 3.5 GPA who was or is currently active in community service and plans to attend law school after graduation
Tamara Gavrilova
ZICKLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

GRADUATE AWARDS

AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION AWARD
To a graduate student who has demonstrated proficiency in statistics
Adam Cameron

HARRY BECK MEMORIAL AWARD
To the MBA degree candidate in accountancy or taxation
with the highest level of scholarship
Jung Woo Choi

BETA GAMMA SIGMA ALUMNI OF NEW YORK CITY MEDAL
To a graduate student who has attained membership in the Bernard M. Baruch College Chapter of the National Honor Society, Beta Gamma Sigma (Epsilon Chapter), and who qualifies by reason of outstanding character, scholastic achievement, participation in college affairs, and potential for leadership
Nikolas De Sena

VINCENT DI LORENZO PRIZE SCHOLARSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING AND BUSINESS
To an MBA student in international marketing and international business with the highest scholastic average in these specializations and showing the greatest potential in these fields
Rob Richardson

FINANCIAL EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE ACADEMIC HONOR AWARD
To a graduate student who demonstrates outstanding scholarship in management, accountancy, or financial management, as well as excellence in all other courses
Millen Katz

FSA STUDENT AWARD
To the outstanding graduate student majoring in accountancy
Robert Wayne

JOSEPH A. GOLDSTEIN AND JERRY M. ROSENKRANZ AWARD IN HONOR OF DATA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
To the MS or MBA graduate in statistics who achieved academic excellence and has demonstrated a strong interest in the application of statistics to market research
Irina Cobir
OSCAR LASDON MEMORIAL AWARD
To the best doctoral dissertation in the field of finance or investment
Stefano D’Addona

SIE MANAGEMENT HONOR SOCIETY AWARD
To the graduating student majoring in management who has been elected and admitted
to membership in Sigma Iota Epsilon, the Management Honor Society,
and who has the highest cumulative grade point average
Kathryn Martell

JAN STACKHOUSE AWARD
To a graduating student in the Executive MS Program in Industrial and Labor Relations
for outstanding service to others and academic excellence
Helaine Fox
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN INVESTIGATIVE ECONOMIC JOURNALISM
To a student who has demonstrated proficiency in investigative journalism in the field of economics
Viktoriya Syrov

BENJAMIN BALINSKY EXCELLENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY AWARD
To a senior majoring in psychology for excellence in the field
Monika Kosior

BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARD IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
To a student for outstanding efforts in the area of arts and sciences
Holdyn Brand

BERLFEIN PRIZE FOR BEST UNDERGRADUATE NONFICTION WRITING
To an undergraduate in a Tier III minor capstone course who produces the best analytical paper.
Matthew Jones

JERRY BORNSTEIN PRIZE FOR JOURNALISM RESEARCH
To the undergraduate who produces the best research project in or about journalism
Silissa Kenney

EXCELLENCE AWARDS
For excellence in the following fields:

Art: Quang Trinh
Black and Hispanic Studies: Nicole Tabares
Communication Studies: Sin Yee Ng
Economics: Gulsah Senol
English: Rizo Ardolic
History: Danny Ramrattan
Journalism: Matthew Vishnevsky
Music: Dmitry Lapin
Natural Sciences: Jason Pruski
Philosophy: Alla Zayenchik
Political Science: Claudia Galicia
Sociology and Anthropology: Paula Heywood
FRENCH EMBASSY AWARD
To a student who has achieved overall excellence in French and has demonstrated a capacity for independent study
Katsiaryna Nissan

GUARDIAN LIFE ACTUARIAL SCIENCE AWARDS
To outstanding graduating students who have passed the actuarial exam
Yuwei Chen
Justin Consolazio
Lu Huang
Jintao Lin
Yi Shao
Po Hung Wu
Xiameng Wu
Foong Teng Yeow
Hui Zheng

HARMAN FAMILY FOUNDATION STUDENT CREATIVE WRITING AWARDS
To students who have distinguished themselves in the Harman creative writing workshops

Spring 2009
First Prize: Yelena Kozachkova
Second Prize: Arvind Dilawar
Third Prize: Sylvester Arenas

Fall 2009
First Prize: David Feldman, Rachel Vincent
Second Prize: Arvind Dilawar, Gizelle Lugo
Third Prize: Mikhail Karidimov
Fourth Prize: Yelena Kozachkova, Simona Taver

ALFRED IACUZZI AWARD IN ROMANCE LANGUAGES
To students who are outstanding in the most advanced courses taken in French, Italian, and Spanish
French: Alla Zayenchik
Italian: Elvia Stoudt
Spanish: Carla McKenzie

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR AWARD IN JOURNALISM
For recognition of undergraduate journalism majors
David Bonilla
Lisa Fraser
ARNOLD PICKER EXCELLENCE AWARDS

For excellence in the following fields:

**Black and Hispanic Studies**: Maryanne Ravenel

**Communication Studies**: Christina Dolamore

**English or Journalism**: Rebecca Forbes

**Fine and Performing Arts**: Jennifer Moy

**History**: Sophia Ahmad

**Journalism**: Jose Bayona

**Mathematics**: Yi Shao

**Modern Languages**: Renay Arbour

**Natural Sciences**: Joanne Lam

**Philosophy**: Daniel Kelly

**Political Science**: Aysegul Ekmecki

**Psychology**: Belen Guerra-Carrillo

**Sociology or Anthropology**: Amanda Moskowitz

PSI CHI PSYCHOLOGY AWARD IN MEMORY OF PROFESSOR BERNARD LOCKE

To the student who has the highest average in psychology and has given the most service to the Department of Psychology and ancillary psychology service to the community.

In memory of Professor Bernard Locke, founder of Baruch's Psi Chi chapter

Stephanie Polito

MARSHALL SCHNEIDER AWARD

To a graduating senior for excellence in studies of foreign language and literature

Camilo Castaneda

THE MR. & MRS. JOSEPH SHAW EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS AWARD

To graduating seniors for excellence in Mathematics

Yuwei Chen

Gary Ng

DAVID AND LILLIAN SWERDLOW AWARD

To a student who shows exceptional promise in theatrical arts

Alinca Hamilton

Matthew Tesoro

MORTON WOLLMAN MEDALS

For outstanding achievement in the following fields:

**Industrial Psychology**: Justine Stasik

**Political Science**: Daniel Aqua
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS

AARON ZWEIFACH MEMORIAL AWARD
To the student specializing in public administration who has achieved the best academic record and participated significantly in the activities of Baruch College
Caitlin Hannon

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

GRADUATE AWARDS

BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION GRADUATE AWARD IN EDUCATION
To recipients of an MS in Education degree with the highest cumulative average
Renee Nilsen
Renee Turck

KALINA P. BICHova MPA ’05 AWARD
To outstanding graduating MPA students with the highest GPA specializing in nonprofit administration
Lancelot Goller
James McElhinney

LOUIS AND ROSE LEINWAND AWARD
To the graduate student who has completed the master's degree program in educational administration and supervision, who has experience as a teacher, and who is judged to have the highest qualities of integrity, character, scholarship, and potential
Nicole Cinque
DIVISION OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS AWARDS

BARUCH CITIZENSHIP AWARD
To a senior who most nearly typifies the model citizen in the College community
Jason Y. Wang

BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION STUDENT ACTIVITIES AWARD
To students for service to the College and the College community
Melissa Molina
Sarina Singh

BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION/HONORABLE RICHARD A. GOLDBERG AWARD
To a student who, through special action, has gained recognition for himself or herself and the College community and thereby upheld and enhanced the image of Baruch College
Steven Gutbinder

BARUCH WOMEN’S COMMITTEE AWARD
To a student whose records establish his or her contribution to an understanding of racial or gender-based issues
Sufia Farha

JOHN BAUER AWARD
To a student who demonstrates the same personal characteristics and qualities as those of Psychology Professor John Bauer: leadership, unselfish devotion to the service of others, compassion, candor, courage, and strength of conviction
Caitlin Hannon

JOYCE BROWN CLASS OF 1991 AWARD
To a student who distinguishes himself or herself by providing help and support to fellow students
Ruth Fortune

CLASS OF 1981 AWARD
To students who have at least a 3.2 grade point average and an outstanding record of service and extracurricular activities
Caroline Fernandez

CLASS OF 1984 ACTIVITIES AWARD
To an undergraduate student who made outstanding contributions to fellow students
Uchenwa Njoku
Cecilia S. Cohen Memorial Award
To foreign-born students for scholarship, character, and academic achievement
   Glenn Apolinar
   Carlos Ruiz

Barry Epstein Memorial Award
To a student who demonstrates significant involvement in student activities
   Thomas Saitta

Irving Greger Student Leadership Award of the Class of 1985
To undergraduate or graduate students who demonstrate characteristics of caring and sensitivity for others and a commitment to the furtherance of the well-being of the College
   Diana Liang

Ronald Harrison Award
To a student who has overcome tremendous obstacles in the pursuit of educational achievement
   Amy Hoang

Rita Leeds Award
To a student who has demonstrated outstanding leadership abilities through involvement in campus and community service
   Amada Santiago

Vidal Perez Award
To graduating SEEK seniors who have the highest academic average
   Aysegul Ekmekci
   Vivian Wong

Florence Roswell Academic Achievement Award
To students who began college with two or more remedial courses and persevered to achieve junior or senior status
   Luis Brea
   Christopher Singleton

Betty Schoenberger Memorial Award
To a student who distinguishes himself or herself by providing help and support to fellow students
   Foongteng Yeow

Senior Class Endowment Award
For academic excellence
   Jessica Pennaherrera
SIGMA ALPHA DELTA CHAPTER, VICTOR AXELROD MEMORIAL AWARD
To a student who has participated in and demonstrated leadership in evening student activities
Linda Demiraj

DR. ROBERT AITEY STEVENS MEMORIAL AWARD FOR THE CLASS OF 1988
To a student displaying a high level of scholarship, who through leadership and vision in extracurricular activities has successfully sought to bring students together
Chanee Bridgewater

STUDENT MEDIA SERVICES AWARD
To students who have advanced the quality of the College’s student media
Kerri Jarema
Stefanie Sparaccio

HENRY WOLLMAN PRIZE
For outstanding contributions to student life and the ideals of service
Yan-Ting Cai
Paula Heywood
Ylyss Taylor

ATHLETIC, HEALTH, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION AWARDS

BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ATHLETE-OF-THE-YEAR AWARD
To the best all-around athletes
Kalea Davis
George Kunkel
Jessica Penaherrera

BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ATHLETIC TEAM AWARD
To the outstanding team of any sport sponsored by Baruch College
Men’s Volleyball Team

IRA B. ZASLOFF AWARD
To students who demonstrated outstanding leadership in athletic activities sponsored by Baruch College
Joseph Cafarelli
Lizmarie Vasquez
Justin Wong
ABRAHAM J. BRIOFF PRIZES IN ETHICS
To a graduate and undergraduate student who has submitted a paper, deemed outstanding by a faculty committee, that addresses contemporary issues in ethics
Ashok Kamal
Luis Sued

ABRAHAM J. BRIOFF PRIZES IN ETHICS
To a faculty member submitting a winning paper on the topic of ethics in business
Douglas Lackey

SUSAN A. LOCKE AWARD
To students who are Baruch, Macaulay, or Provost Scholars and who embody qualities that characterize Dr. Locke: selfless service to the Honors Program, Baruch College, and/or broader community; and full and enthusiastic engagement in the learning process
Ibrahima Bah
Johal Rattanamol